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BUFFALO BILL MARRIES
Wichita, Kan., April 19. Colonel
William Matthewson, who claims to

OUTAW

HORSE

WON

The beef trust is assailed in
the di
Philadelphia. April 19. In a battle
c.msion of the free
of
listing
fresh
between a girl and an outlaw horse,
have been the original "Buffalo Bill,'
meats and meat
for
products,
the
which
a
has
record
as
a man killer.
and Miss olive Johnson were married
reason that "the rvbl!c de6lrei
- - A
fha.
Miss Goldie t. Clair probably fulfilled
here Sunday. Colonel MatthewBon Is
no artificial shelter shall h
Colonel
Roosevelt's
81 years and Is worth
recent prediction
more than
,
lu Jwwect the abnormally
that a "bad horse would finally get
$100,000. HiB bride Is 30 and pretty.
high prices on food article i . "
her."
The
young woman was crushed
"
r
m,.
Colonel Matthewson was
ILE
widely
DU1 also 8eek8
beneath the bronco after a struggle
exemp
known in the early border days as a
outy on wheat. rW
in the arena of the 101 ranch show
hunter and trapper. He came to Kan
oucKwneat flour, cornmeal and all
PROMINENT
late
ALBUQUERQUEAN,
afternoon.
Miss
yesterday
St.
sas in the '50s and built the first cab- NEGOTIATIONS BELIEVED TO BE
MAJORITY OF HOUSE WAYS AND pre,pawd cereal foods, biscuits, bread
won the
Clair, who
DESPONDENT OVER ILL
in in Sedgwick county.
UNDER WAY FOR AN ARMIS
Matthewson
APPLY
TORCH
m
last
at
praise
MEANS COMMITTEE
August
TZ .....
Cheyenne, Wyo.,
SUBMITS
HEALTH, A SUICIDE
always has asserted that William
TICE IN MEXICO
in the Frontier (Days contests, when
on
me free list
RAILROAD DEPOT
ibwj
WHICH
FREE BILL
Cody took the pseudonym of "Buffalo
lumber (hardwood excepted), sewimr
sne retained her title as champion
IS DESTROYED
machines
FIRED BULLET INTO CHEST Pill" after he had made it famous
and
salt.
"woman bronco buster," is near death
along the border.
The honeymoon TO PREVENT INTERVENTION today. The accident
appalled hun MANY ARTICLES EXEMPTED
will be spent in New Mexico
FAIL TO EFFECT THEIR
dreds
who
seated
(were
about the big
ESCAPE
BALL PIERCED HEART AND DEATH Arizona among scenes familiar to
CAMORRA TRIAL MAY HALT
WARRING FACTIONS IN THE RE arena at the conclusion of a
perform AS A RESULT GREAT SAVING TO
Viterbo,
WAS PRACTICALLY
Matthewson In frontier days.
19.
Italy,
The
April
trial of FEDERAL
ance of thrilling feats of horseman
PUBLIC ANXIOUS TO ADJUST
me ieopoiitan Camorrists
SOLDIERS
PLAIN PEOPLE IS
RUSH
TO
may be
ship. Miss. St. Clair undertook to ride
DIFFERENCES
halted
SCENE
and
a
new
AND
LORIMER WITNESS TO TALK
SHOOT DOWN
investigation into
Roan Mare, known throughout the
the murder of Gennaro C. Cuoccolo
ohn
MEMBERS OF DETAIL
J. Healy.
west as the worst type of mankilling
nm.,rn cou"sel forApril
UlOnvrr I
ordered
on the ground that the in- the senate committee PROMPT ACTIOIWPREDIGTED outlaw horse. The animal fell on Miss
nftdUnULflrULIIIbALrUHtn
Gennaro Abbattemaggio, was
which. i3 investigating the eleotion of
St Clair, crushing the pommel of the PROTECTION) SYSTEM ASSAILED former,
an accomplice in the crime. This
THEINSURGENTSMAY RETURN
possaddle against her head.
WITH BROTHER, FRANK HUBBELL W11Ilam Lorimer to the United States PROPOSALS
FOR PEACE WILL BE
rests
on
sibility
the
of
truth
a
sensaann0UnCed t0day that Albert
DEMOCRATS
HE FORMERLY CONTROLLED
SEEK
TO
SHOW tional
LAID BEFORE CABINET IN
report circulated on the re REPORTS SAY EITHER
H- - Hopkins, former United States sen- BLANCO
PRESIDENT
TAFT
WAS A HALF DOLLAR IN
REALIZES
sumption of the trial today. The re
"nl,BULLU wuwiy
MEXICO CITY
ator. one of the candidates defeated
OR 0R02C0 IS ON
WAY
TO
if
ITS
is,
port
the evidence already nre
INIQUITIES
Pittsfield, Mass.. April 19. Charles
by Lorimer, will testify when the
BORDER TOWN
the
state
pared
by
Connors,
an
Albuquerque, N- M., April 19.-- Folappears insufficient
employe at the govern
committee resumes its hearing tomor-lowinWashington, April 19. With the
ment paper mill, was discharged from
weeks of terrible suffering row. Former Senator
Washington, April 19. The major- - t0 convlct those accused, Abbatemag
was
here
receipt
of
Hopkins
advices
today
confirm
Agua Prieta, Sonora,
nA
from a molodw frAm n.htnli V."
April 1
compmcty in the as
"" summoned to appear at one of the ing the report that negotiations for the House of Mercy hospital yester lty reDort of the wv and
mm.
;
. . Shortly after daylight
sassination f niuuvnin t i
u
01 recovery, inomas S. Hubbell romer
a
today
the
day,
surgeons
having recovered mittee.on the
hearings of the committee, but an armistice between the federal au1
farmers free wUl wear that whUe not on.
band of insurrectos. nnmWin daring
.. 10
this moraine- sent a revolver hnlipt
nMW
he
swallowed
a
week
now
exrebel
naB
forces are in progress, the opin
.
appear. Me
iiuitju
usi Din, was submitted to the home who struck the death blows he wit half a dozen or more, stole into Aua
craaumg mrougn nis neart. ueatn was pressed willingness to
The ion la expressed that opportune action ago. Connors was showing his ability
testify.
instantaneous.
The suicide occurred nature of the
today by Chairman Underwood. The nessed the killing in the role of a Irieta and set fire to the Nacosari
in catching In his mouth money
pitch
questions to be directed win do taiten by both sides in the
p c et If thia "mission is made the railroad station, which was destroy-c-',
at the home of Mr. Hubbell on West at him was not
at
him by a
With report shows that tne bill would re.
Mexican revolution to prevent com- ed
divulged.
oe stopped as a new in
together with valuaible
Central avenue at 4 o'clock. For sev
s
three
mtnf
in his mouth he duce tariff revenue $10,016,495, tin Liiai may
with
plications
the
United
The federals fired upon the
States. It tried to
into
the
facts
eral days, relatives, fearing Mr. Hub-belaulry
of
the
crime
will
invrt
catch another and swallowed amount which is described as "incon
is rumored here today that with
and two or three of them were
be necessary,
in his suffering, would attempt CANADA
killed.
IS GETTING
definite proposals from the revolu one of the silver pieces.
siderable in comparison with the
Five loaded freight cars also
to end his life, had attendants remain
tionists the possibility of an agreeburned. The depot was filled with
great saving and advantages to all
constantly with him. The attendants
ment for the abdication of President
of all descriptions
MOST
goods
this morning, however, relaxed their
from additions to the free WOMAN URGED FOR
including
Diaz, within a certain time, is not at
1
costly
vigilance for a few minutes. Mr. Hub.
mining
FURNITURE
The
machinery.
federlist
for."
prov'ded
all unlikely. Proposals, it is known
al soldiers carried several dead
bell secured a revolver of .44 caliber
OF 100,000 LANDED DURING WIN are to be received
President
recent
Taft's
Quoting
POLICE
COMMISSIONER the ruins of the depot to the from
by the Mexican
and, pressing the muzzle to his heart,
Canadian reciprocity speeches the
cabinet and laid before Diaz.
TER, MOST SPOKE ENGLISH
fired. The sound of the explosion
ring. These are believed to hav
WORKERS STRIKE rf.port
seeks to convey the impres
The capture by the revolutionists of
AND HAD MONEY
been the bodies of the rebels who
aroused the family, members of which
apCLERGYMAN
AND OTHERS
sion that the administration is con
IN plied the
Sandiegos Papasquiero, state of Du- rushed quickly to his room. Mr. Hubtorch or of refueee,
h
BOSTON
TO
vinced
that the present protective
PETITION GOVERbell was found lying dead beside the
had been hiding in the
Halifax, N. S., April 19. European rango. was reported to the state de LONG EXPECTED
WALK.OUT
IN
and
building
tariff rates are too high. "The Can
NOR TO APPOINT HER
bed.
were entrapped by the soldiers
immigration is turning to Canadian partment today. The total losses on
GRAND RAPIDS FACTORIES
who
adian reciprocity agreement now be-never before.
rushed to the scenes
All records both sides exceeded a hundred.
Mr. Hubbell was for many years Prts
OCCURRED
"iB
TODAY
for
the
the
report,
house,"
says
A column of lnBurrectoa. which
Boston, April 19. There Is a conprominent in public life In New Mex- - for Immigrants landed at Halifax and
w9
a recognition by the administration certed movement on
Rebels Close in on Juarez
the part of the swinging around into tha
ico. He took a keen interest in poli- - st. John, N. B., have been broken dui- extreme
of
of
the
effects
the
injurious
Urand
Frotestant clergymen of Boston to valley when darkness fell last
El Paso, Tex., April 19. The in- Rapids, Mich., April 19.
tks and was sheriff of Bernalillo inS the winter season just closing,
night,
The
protective policy, which so long has ask for
removal of Police Com- could not be seen, today. A column
county for twelve years. His term of largely at the expense of New Yonk, surrecto force south of. Juarez moved niturelong expected InBtrike of the fur been Imposed upon the country." The missionerthe
O'Meara.
menworkers
Grand
was
which,
those
observed at th month of
Rapids,
Among
Boston and United States ports, ac their cannon nearer the city over
office ,was brought to a close by
agreement, the report con- tioned as his successor Is a woman, a mountain pass loading toward Onn- night and appear to be making pre which had been hanging fire for sev reciprocity
Govtrnor Miguel A. Otero, who re- cording to steamship officials.
Mrsthe
of
anea
W.
cannot
afford
Frank
Marlboro
the
of
had
tinues
also
r
people
Page
disappeared. The reb- eral wef,", v . k f ciiV.v declared
While most of the immigrants have parations to attack Juarez. The garmoved Mr. Hubbell on the charge of
.....
.
ela.In Douglas declare their headquarthis morning. ' About six thousand United States all the needed relief StjTt "'
rison
the
under
arms,
spent
night
malfeasance in office. Since quitting settled in the Canadian northwest,
Resolutions urging Governor Fobs ters has accurate information
union men in nearly sixty factories from high prices.
that
the sheriff's office, Mr. Hubbell re- there is said to have been a consider momentarily expecting the battle to walked out. The strike resulted from The report takes up in detail the to disregard precedent and appoint a General Blanco with a larse force it
howis
This
open.
probable,
hardly
mained in private life. A year ago, able entry to lands in the western
list of articles Included in the free woman will be presented this week. advancing toward Agua Prieta. Other
force of rebels has the refusal of the manufacturers to
Mrs. Page while not exerting herself rebel
however, he was a prominent candi- part of the United States. The short- ever, as the main
bill.
It says agricultural implements,
men
to
the
reports are that General Orozco
concessions
grant any
In any manner to obtain the appoint- 13 with
date for appointment as United States er passage of four and five days, as not yet moved up from Sapello.
and
material,
hoops,
paling
the army. The reports are
who had asked for a ten per cent bagging
marshal. During Mr. Hubbell's term compared with six and seven days on
a nine hour day and bands and ties of iron and steel and ment, statea that should it be offered not verified.
wage
increase,
her she would probably accept and
as sheriff Bernalillo county was in many of the emigrant steamers in
GADSKI NOT TO COME WEST
the abolition of piece work. The barbed wire for fencing, all are confested with outlaws and he assisted the United States service, is given as
Much Feeling In Douglas
Xew York, April 19. Mme. Johanna manufacturers based their refusal on trolled by trusts, and that the high that there are certain reforms which
materially In ridding the county of a reason for favoring Canadian ports. Gatiski, the singer, is ill in a hotel trade conditions.
duties thereon have forced the far- she would institute at once.
Douglas,
Ariz., April 19. Reeling is
One of them would be the wiping bitter between
their presence, With his brother,
It is estimated that more than here. It is reported she has been
mers to pay tribute. All forms of
American and Mexican
out of the "Headquarters ring," which,
Prank A. Hubbell, the dead man con- 1C0.OOO persons have been landed compelled to cancel her engagements
partlzans of insurrectos and the supleather, hides, shoes, harness, sad- It is
asserted by Mrs. Charlotte Smith
trolled politics In Bernalillo county here and in St. John since November. for a spring concert tour in the west MURDERER REMAINS AT LARGE dlery, etc., are placed on the free list,
porters of the Mexican government In
and
other women who are fighting
Sixty-eigthousand arrived at those and will sail for Europe as soon as
for years.
and personal altercations are
Roswell, N. M., April 19. Several as of benefit to the agricultural proDouglas
vice, is the real reason for the failure
Mr. Hubbell is survived by a
ports during a similar period last year. she is able to travel.
Pedro Garcia y Urigues,
of the relatives of the late J. D.
ducers as well as to aM the people. of
frequent.
the O'Meara and other police adMost of the immigrants in the past
a daughter of the late N.
have come to investigate his
to the Mexican consul
secretary
ministrations.
and
who was a prominent citizen season were English-speakindeath. Mlddleton was shot in the
and G. G. Lellivier, editor of El
here,
The Women's Board of Trade, the
of Albuquerque; a son, Thomas S. were well supplied with money.
back and instantly killed three miles NATIONAL GUARD
a Spanish
paper,
PORTUGAL PLANNING
Women's
Homestead association and Industrial,
Frank
25
Is
Hubbell, Jr.; three brothers,
from his sheep ranch, which
in a fist fight on Main 6treet
engaged
other
of
are
women
organizations
PUEBLO LOYAL TO ADAMS
A, Hubbell of this city, and Alonzo
miles southwest of here, last week.
on Governor Foss the today. Both principals were cut and
TO LIVEJIMPLE LIFE The shooting was witnessed by two
and Charles Hubbell, wealthy AriCAPTAIN DISGRACED strongly urging
Pueblo, April 19. In a recalled demwhen arrested.
Mrs.
of
appointment
Page. She Is the bleeding
zona stock men. Mr. Hubbell was born ocratic county convention here yesof his herders and upon their testiAdditional
federal troops were ex
wife of Dr. Frank W. Page, is a wofortynfour years ago in Abuquerque. terday in order that the Pueblo counto arrive here today to reinmony the coroner's Jury found that he
pected
man
ALONG
OFof
much
and
WITHOUT
GET
executive
TO
FORGERY
ability
He was a son of Santiago and Mar- ty representatives in the legislature HOPES
was killed by John Higgs, of this city, CHARGED WITH
was successful as a platform orator, force the garrison at Naco, where a
LEGATIONS AND ECONOMIZE
how to vote in
IS STRIPPED OF INinstructed
FICER
witnesses.
of
be
the
Hubbell.
one
C.
of
father
eye
might
A
garita
Governor Fobs and rebel attack is hourly expected.
stumping for
IN HOME GOVERNMENT
Mr. Hubbell had been ill for several the United States senatorial fight, a
SIGNIA IN PUBLIC
fifHiggs disappeared after the killing
two
courier
hundred
that
reports
Mayor Fitzgerald.
and has not been captured, although
months 'with an affection of the kid- resolution was adopted requiring the
ty rebels who have arrived at Cienzas
de
was
from
here
is
senators and representatives
being thoroughly
neys and liver. His recovery
April 19. The the country
Portugal,
Kan., April 19. Stripped
Lisbon,
Springs, east of here, are refugees
Emporia,
RUINED
LIFE
BANKER
FAST
Govwould to continue to vote for former
'
epalred of and it Is believed he
of his sword and insignia, deposed
cabinet has begun to discuss a form scoured.
from
Agua Prieta. The force Is said
Automo19.
Tipton, Kan., April
have lived but a few days had he ernor Alva Adams as long as he of constitution to be submitted to a
from his command and facing a court biles and fast horses are blamed for to haveTaramari Indian scouts, Innot brought his life to an earlier close Bhall continue to be a candidate, and constituent assembly.
martial, Captain Glenn R. Fogle of the $10,257 shortage in the accounts dicating ic came from Chihuahua.
AN ALL NIGHT SESSION
elabto enter no caucus, trade or comby suicide. Mr. Hubbell used an
for an assem
L, Second regiment, Kan- of E. F.
scheme
Company
The
provides
of
Burns, cashier of the Home
London, April 19. The house
orately engraved pearl handled revol- bination, the result of which would bly of 235 members, which shall elect
"Was arrested here
Insurrectos Defeated
National
sas
Guard,
bank
State
sithere, which was discover
commons held anotner
ver bearing the Insignia of the Order be to surrender or injure his candid- a
warrant
civil
a
on
five
late
for
Ariz., April 19. A speci;il
years.
Tucson,
yesterday
president
ed yesterday. Burns and his relatives
It was sparsely attended and
of Elks- - Evidently the gun had been acy. A resolution was also adopted
He was
him
be ting.
with
from
will
services
Mazatlan, Sinaloa,
forgery.
administrative
charging
The
dispatch
is
He
have made good the shortage.
of the members
present fell
given him by J. F. Perea, as that condemning the socalled Moffet tunnel
de- many
released on $500 bond.
and
Inatwodiaya'lbiattlelnesirTami-mla- ,
eays:
expenses
simplified
no
will
greatly
be
4:30
proseand
here
this
still
there
At
for
stock.
benches.
senate
name was inscribed on the
bill, now before the
asleep on the
The charges of conduct unbecoming
Durango, between a rebel force
creased. It is hoped to dispense with
Dr. John F. Pearce was summoned
morning the first clause of the par- an officer, were read to Captain cution. Depositors have known for under William
with
and
plenipoSimons, an American,
minister
a
accounts
was
foreign
Burns'
as
that
several
the
Hubbell
days
liament bill, popularly known
immediately after Mr.
his
before
company.
the
Seventh
last
the
consuls
battalion, Mexican
night
and
Fogle
doing
were in bad shape, but assurances
veto bill, was carried under cloture,
found lying upon the floor. He said $5,000,0000 IRRIGATION PROJECT tentiaries abroad,
taken-frohim and
sixty-nin- e
were
arms
His
rebels, inNational
Guard,
work.
W.
from officers of the bank that every
143 to 78. This clause has to do with
death had been instantaneous.
Albuquerque, N. M., April 19. That diplomatic
under military
him
killed
were
colonel
his
placed
a cluding Captain Collins,
M. McClellan, Justice of the peace, actual construction work on the comthe powers of the house of lords as arrest. The civil arrest was the re- depositor . could be paid, prevented
.
'The
'Ann. atia hundred fiftv wounded.
run on tne .bank. Kumors nave nan
DRUNKEN BRAWL FATAL
viewed the body and gave an order bined Urton Lake and Fort Sumner
to money bills.
sult of the charges that Captain
the
reb
outnumbered
federals
greatly
underto
an
19.
Four
to
amounted
Silver City, N. M, April
Development company Irrigation pro
permitting its removal
,
names of mem- It that the shortage
had
the
or
were
or
signed
wnom
Fogle
aiuea
most
$20,000, but the statement of M. A. els,
taking establishment to be prepared jects on the Pecos river may start in Mexicans employed by the American
to
the
his
payroll
bers
of
company
according to the government
at
of the bank, today
for burial. A jury has been summoned
ninety days, was the statement made Exploration and Mining company,
VEGAS ENGINEER
without their knowledge and had Buesche, president
LAS
inof
an
reports.
hold
will
western
to
in
be
the
stories
McClellan
part
these
Clear
showed
Lake,
and Judge
yesterday by former Governor Miguel
converted money due them to his own
A. Otero of Santa Fe, president of this county, engaged in a drunken
quest late this afternoon.
GOULD 8TILL CONTROLS M. P.
RECEIVESPROMOTION use.
News of Mr. Hubbell's death caused the Urton Lake company, who spent brawl last Sunday and Bumeclndo
inwas
New York, April 19. Although
and
much sorrow In Albuquerque- He
STOOD ON HEAD ALL NIGHT
the day here yesterday attending to Frede was shot in the head
out of the position himself,
his
forced
and
PRIMARY
nature
VIRGINIA
The
A
Aguildone
killed.
WEST
others,
a man of hospitable
business matters. Mr. Otero says stantly
Auburn, N- - Y., April 19. After
,
APPOINTED AIRJ. Gould, opposing the Rocke- George
Gov19.
handsome home has been the scene of that the cost of the combined pro Analla, Pedro Codero and Jose Casa-res- H. P. GARVIN
W.
a
Va., April
Charleston,
standing on his head all night prisON
Sheriff
and
parBRAKE
interests, caused the
INSPECTOR
events
social
arrested
were
by Deputy
ernor Classcock has issued a call for oner in a narrotw grain chute into
many enjoyable
jects, which will reclaim 200,000 acres
a
of B. P. Bush
late
election
yesterday
SANTA FE
ties. Funeral arrangements have not of land, may go close to $5,000,000. Moore and brought to Silver City.
Chas.
a special session of the West Virginia which he had fallen head first,
Pacific
to
Missouri
left
the
of
In
the
wounded
as president
"been made. Mr. Hubbell engaged
was painfully
legislature on May 16 to enact a Stokes was discovered early today In
to
and
R.
David
removal
Francis,
stock
in
his
necessitated
defeating
extent
which
inrailway,
considerable
a
leg
H. P. Garvin, of this city, a Santa stale-wid- e
the barn of John Hunter and rushed
primary law which shall
ANOTHER GRAFT PROBE
Mr.
Missouri.
for treatment.
with a run on the third clude provisions for popular nomina- to a hospital, where It is eald he v. Ill former governor of
sheep raising. He left an estate which,
Fe
N. Y-- , April 19. The senate a local hospital
engineer
Albany,
considerWestern
of
the
of
la
Bush
will
president
prove
it js believed,
recover. Stokes entered the barn to
district, has received notice of his tions of United States senators.
committee on privileges and elections
The victory of
able size.
EDWARDS GETS MEDAL
Bleep, it Is said, and, in walking about Maryland railway.
appointment as airbrake inspector on
has begun an Investigation of the
followed
was
faction
by
Gould
In the dark, plunged into the chute. the
New York, April 19 "Big Bill" the Santa Fe system with headquartstatement reported to have been
&
TO
MEN
MEET
Loeb
of
IMPLEMENT
announcement
Knhn,
sides
Is
the
his
to
HIM
street
ers in Topeka. Mr. Garvin
VOTE FOR
popular
His arms were pinned
COMPLIMENTARY
made by the Rev. R. O. Miller of the Edwards, commissioner of
for
the
bankers
as
the cleaning has reecived the medal which with the railroad, men here and at Kansas City, April 19. Officers and and, unable to move, he was forced Co'a withdrawal
Denver,1
April 19. Congressman New York Civic League, before
of
conference
was awarded him by the Carnegie Albuquerque. While congratulating him directors of the Western Retail Imple- to inhale the suffocating grain chaff system, and with the resignation
of
bulk
Methodist
Episcopal
recent
the
reecived
John A. Martin
vep-- .
dethe
reM.
company's
association
have
Paul
Vehicle
ment
are
a
and
Discovered
life
friends
Warburg,
his
companion,
on
his
the
by
interests
for
all
baseball
promotion,
saving
hero commission
night
votes in today's ballot at Saratoga that the
the anti-Speof gretting the fact that he will remove cided to hold the 1912 convention In he was pulled out, black In the face resentatlves on the Vo&tA and of Corfor United States senator. There was have raised $250,000 to secure favor- of Mayor Gaynor at the hands
nelius Vanderbllt, an nlly.
.
Inclusive. but apparently not seriously hurt.
Kansas City, January
James G. Gallagher on August 9, last. from the city.
able Sunday baseball legislation.
no election.
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NEW RAILROAD FERGUSSON, ETAL VIVID STORY OF
MAY TRAVERSE

ARE FIGHTING

THE FIRST FAST

COLFAX CO,

STATEHOOD

MAIL TRAIN

GRADING

ON LINE
NING WEST FROM OK
CITY
BEGINS

RUNA

Raton, N. M., April 19. This city
wants to be the western terminus of
a new railroad to be built west from
Oklahoma City, Okla. The proposition
of organizing the towns and counties
"along the proposed 'line of railroad
from Raton to Oklahoma City was discussed and definite action taken
regarding the same, at a meeting of
the Commercial Club this week. On
motion, the president was instructeJ
to draw up resolutions and preamMo
for the promotion of such a project
and present them to the Commercial
the
and other bodies representing
towns Interested. As an evidence of
the fact that something is doing along
the line of promoting a new trunk
road to coal fields in this vicinity, the
following editorial taken from "The
Dally Oklahoman," Is quoted:
"Oklahoma City's proposed line to
the northwest, as recently projected
Haskell, and which
by
enterprise has already been underwritten by European capitalists to the
extent of $10,000,000, has attracted
much attention in Colorado in view
of the fact that coal fields in southern Colorado or northern New Mexico are to be considered the logical
objective. Doubtless propositions already made by Trinidad will receive
serious consideration in view of the
fact that an Oklahoma City engineer
has already visited that place to sound
local sentiment. The road has been
surveyed to Guymon, in Texas county,
Oklahoma, which Is directly east of
Des Moines, N. M. At Guymon, two
routes into the coal fields are offered.
The one affording the fewest natural
difficulties would be to follow up the
valley of Beaver creek to Des Moines,
N. M., where it could connect with
one of the roads now operating or
projected between that point and Raton. This would be the cheaper route
and the coal fields would be tapped;
but the opportunity later to secure
an outlet from Raton west or north
would be lacking. The Trinidad route
la regarded aa the moBt desirable,
tout tt would be tne moat expensive."
To arouse Raton and its business
interests to the imminent opportunity
now confronting the city is the purpose of the timely move taken by the
directors. Our sister city on the other
side of the pass as already awakened
to the fact that the extension of this
particular railroad project is not only
a bona fide intention, but actually under way and that the tapping of the
valuable beds of domestic coal lying
under the Raton mountains may be
accomplished from the north as well
as the south side of the range. While
the contour of the proposed routes
from Guymon west give the southern
route the advantage in desirability so
far as the expense of railroad construction is concerned, this obstacle
would not remain a bar to determined effort on the part of our competing city north of us if local interest
and pride in the welfare of the Gate
City should remain dormant. With a
direct connection with the leading
metropolis of Oklahoma, Raton's future as the largest and most progressive city in northern New Mexico
would be absolutely assured.

COTERIE OF NEW MEXICO DEM
OCRATS APPEAR BEFORE
HOUSE COMMITTEE.

BACK

Washington, April 19.
to Congress Harvey B. Fergusson, of
Albuquerque and J. D. Hand of Las
before the house
Vegas, appeared
committee on territories yesterday
and stated that they were a commit
tee appointed by the democratic orthat
and
New
Mexico,
eanization of
the balance of the committee would
nnt arrive here for a week They
stated that they wanted the committB to adiourn over the hearings for
one week in order to enable them to
nrpDare an attack against the approv
al of the constitution of New Mexico,
unless certain amendments went in
that were satisfactory to them. Ferwere
there
that
also stated
a committee of three Insurgent re
publicans who desired to be heard
oainst th constitution, he naming
w t. Hairerman of Roswell; B. J. Vil- Richard H.
joen, of Las Cruces, and
H.nna of Santa Fe. However, ne am
not state this publicly, but privately.
The object of this attack is eviaenuv
to try in some manner to put off
statehood for New Mexico until after
the next presidential election.
After hearing Fergusson ana ianu
the committee refused to put the
hnrtnira over anv further than Fri
in
day, April 21st, being Influenced
siicH decision by Delegate Andrews,
Geor?e
Judge A. B. Fall,
prowho
W.
F.
Clancy,
Curry, and
tested against the delay to next
Tuesday. They said that they were
ready to refute any statements made,
tnv hud done in the convention
and before the people, being sustained
by 18,000 majority.
Judge John R. McFie is expected
to arrive here by Friday to help in
the fight for statehood.

A veteran of th nrattni
VIM JL
grvwbta
E. Carr of Galesburg, 111, telU In his
book. "The Railwav xt ait

MINERS' HOSPITAL

ILL

BE ENLARGED

DIRECTORS VOTE TO BUILD
EXTENSION TO RATON
INFIRMARY

AN

Raton, N. M., April 19. At the recent meeting of the directors of the
Miners' hospital board It was determined to build a north wing to the
present hospital building, corresponding in size and architecture to the
south wing addition built last year.
This added wing, approximately 75
by 30 feet, will be two stories in
height, with provision made for ten
guest rooms and a parlor on the first
ward on the
floor and a
second floor. The addition of this new
wing has been made imperative by
the increased demand made upon the
hospital's facilities during the past
several months and the recent trans
fer of the Rocky Mountain patients
from the Gardiner hospital. The board
selected Dr. Charles E- Gayer as at
tendant physician for the hospital and
transacted other business relative to
the interests and improvement of the
local state institution.
ten-roo-
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NEW HAMPSHIRE G- A: R.
Concord, N. H., April 19. The
encampment of the New HampVegas shire department, G. A. R., and the
-

TAKE IT IN TIME

Just as Scores of East Las

annual meetings of the Woman's Relief Corps and the Sons and Daugh
ters of Veterans opened here today
Waiting doesn't pay.
and will continue through Thursday.
If you neglect the aching back.
The encampment is honored this year
surely
diabetes,
Urinary troubles,
by the presence of Commander-in- follow.
Chief
John E. Gilman and the memDoan's Kidney Pills relieve back
bers of his staff.
ache,
Cure every kidney ill.
MORSE TO SERVE FIVE YEARS
East Las Vegas citizens endorse
them.
Washington, April 19. Charles W.
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tilden ave., Morse, the banker, who is now serving
sentence in the federal priEast Las Vegas, N. M., says: "1 have a
nothing to withdraw from the public son at Atlanta, will have his captivity
statement I gave in January 1907, in reduced to 5 years by President
who have been working for the
ifavor of Doan's Kidney Pills. I was
troubled for about a year by disorder- release of Morse understand, through
ed kidneys, the most annoying symp- the Department of Justice, that the
tom being a kidney weakness. Doan'a president will cancel ten years of the
sentence within the next few days.l
Kidney Pills procured at the Center
trouble.
corrected
my
Block Pharmacy
Since then I have had a few slight reFREIGHT RATE INQUIRY
currences of the difficulty but at such
Washington, April 19. Commission,
times I have taken Doan's Kidney er Clark of the Interstate Commerce
Pills and they have never failed to Commission today
began the taking
,
have the oesired effect.''
of testimony in the investigation af
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 rates on import traffic, west bound
Co., Buffalo from the ports of Boston, New
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
York,
New York, sole agents for the United Philadelphia and Baltimore. The
pur
States.
pose of the investigation is to'adjust
and
Doan's
name
Remember the
the rate differences which have existtake no other.
ed for a long time among the ports.
People Have

Taft-Thos-
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1875.

Our Superb Display of New
Merchandise is Attracting
Widespread Attention

TWENTY.Sfvfm

HOURS WAS NEW YORK TO
CHICAGO RECORD

From far and near people come to view our splendid
stocks of new goods. And the many enthusiastic comments
exby visitors have amply repaid us for all our trouble and
a
pense. It is indeed worth coming miles to behold such
Las
in
Vegas.
a
is
without
for
it
precedent
magnificent display
All the world sent the newest and best of its merchandise
'
, to this store.

rt.i.

1

snu

the first fast mail train started back
In 1875, which required

twenty-seve- n

hours to cover a distance now made
by many trains in twenty hours and
less.
e
"Thie
train went
from New York to Chicago
New York Central & Hudson River
and the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern railways," says the author.
"It left New York! at 4 o'clock in
the morning of September 16, 1875,
and was scheduled to arrive In Chicago at 6 o'clock on the morning of
the following day. Mr. Banes fthe
originator of the fast mall) was in
charge of the train when I Joined it
at Cleveland. I shall never forest
the look of triumph that Illumined the
face of the great postal official as he
stood upon the platform, watch In
in hand, as the mighty train, all of
postal cars, came thundering Into the
station at Cleveland on time.
"Upon arriving at Toledo I think
it was Toledo we were about twenty
minutes late. The division superin
tendent of the railway, with Bangs
walked forward on the platform t
the engine, and I followed. The
schedule time for the train was fast
for those days, and it was important
to the railway that it should arrive
on time, as the whole nation was
watching it through the publio press
The engineer leaned out of his cab
as the superintendent spoke to him
a few hurried words, of which I only
heard him say as we hastily with
drew to the car, 'You must make It.'
"We drove Into the Lake Shore sta
tion at Chicago and stopped, some said,
a minute ahead of, certainly on, time
and the fast mall service was inau
From that day forward
tnirated.
there has never been a cessation of
the fast mail service. Its benefits
and
immediately aonarent
one
appreciated
gratifying that every
them. The people would no more
consent to return to the old system
than they would to go back to the
old stage routes.
"The public watched the fast mall
experiment with profound Interest
There were those who said that sucn
an Innovation would be too expen
give and was necessary. I remember
that the St. Louis papers grumbled
because the experiment was not made
in the direction of St Louis Instead
of Chicago. The daily papers published reports from the train and bul
letins were displayed giving the time
it was making to the railway officials
that a train, every movement of which
was being watched by the pepole or
the whole great nation, should be on
time. No man felt this to a greater
degree than the engineer who male
the final run into Chicago. As we
eot out of the cars there were a num
ber of persons gathered about the en
gine. TJpon approaching It we found
the engineer lying fat upon his back
In the cab. He had held the levsr
and kept his train In hand until he
reached his destination, but upon re
leasing his grasp, had fallen back ap
parently dead; the great strain had
been too much for him. But tne
brave engineer was soon restored to
consciousness."

'

(

Every counter, every table and every rack is simply
groaning under the weight of desirable goods fresh from
mills and factories and with all the charm and bloom of their
NEWNESS.
If you have not visited this store this week you don't
know what you are missing.
Make up your mind to come NOW. See the splendid
stocks and see the big values we are offering
These few items will give you a hint of the many good
things in store for you here

enoch-markln-

,
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WOMEN'S SUITS

Suits for
Suits for
27.50 Suits for
32.50 Suits for

$20.00
25.00

$19.00 Dresses
25.00 Dresses
30.00 Dresses
35.00 Dresses

$17.50
21.00

......

23.00

26.00

One lot of desirable house
dresses including a variety of styles and colors, all this season's goods,
worth $2.50 to $3.00, each special $1.98.

Fvfi
Qnoriil
EiXira OpeCiai
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PEDAGOGUES

IN PULLMAN SLEEPERS
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SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

V20"
Flanders MODEL
FORE-DOO-

AS-

Raton, N. M., April 19. The Colfax
will
Teachers'
association
meet here Friday and Saturday and
will hold its sessions in the M. E.
church.
James
Superintendent
of Santa Fe, will be present,
and will address the teachers on various matters of professional and general interest.
Attention has been given towards
making this two days' session as interesting and profitable as possible.
Through the efforts of the county superintendent, a good program, consisting of addresses and musical numbers, has been arranged.
The holding of the association has
been well advertised so that a good
percentage of the county teachers are
very likely to be in attendance at that
time. Entertainment will be provided
for the visiting teachers.
The sessions of the association will
be open to the public.
a Pinch, Use Allen's Foot-Eas- e
Ladies can wear shoes one size
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet. It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives insta,nt relief to corns and bunions. It's the greatest comfort dis
covery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and sorespots.
It Is a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
It to break in new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen a Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
In

e,

Lame shoulder Is nearly always due
to ' rheumatism of the muscles and
quickly yields to the free application
of Cnamberlain's Liniment Sold bv
all druggists.

VSEO THE. WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD III OWE DAT.

j

Percale-LVeS,patS-

1.95

2. 25

R

County

"Biomo Quinina"
That is
Lmz&tive Bromo Quinine

tum-n-

$2.50 Lingerie Waists,
3.00 Lingerie Waists,
3.50 Tailored Waists,

IN RATON THIS WEEK

There is Only Quo

Always remember the full name.
for this signature on every box.

One lot of new waists,
worth $1.25 to $2.00, $1.25

dark effects, for this sale, 10 yards for 69c.
10 YARD LIMIT

WITH

HONOR MEMORY OF HOUSTON

'

Good

MEET

THE PALACE CAR COMPANY FILES COLFAX COUNTY TEACHERS'
FIRST REPORT WITH COMSOCIATION TO HAVE SES
MERCE COMMISSION
SION THERE

Washington, April 19. The Pullman
Palace Car company has filed a report
with the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is the first ever submitted.
For approximately half a century
the company strenuously insisted that
it was not a common carrier and not
subject to federal regulation. But it
finally decided to tell about Its business.
The company started nearly fifty
years ago with $1,250,000 capital. It
never had any capital paid in except
from earnings. Stock dividends have
increased its capital until it' is now
who owned
$120,000,000. A man
$1,000 of its capital in the beginning
would have drawn down large annua'
dividends ever since, and incidentally
had his capital Increased to $100,000.
Last year the company gathered in
of
$33,334,073 from the operation
5,203 cars. It paid an 8 per cent divi
dend and distributed $20,000,000 in
' ;
stock. '.
A steel Pullman sleeper of the most
modern type costs; $14,214; of the
wooden type, $14,733. - The average
LOOKING FOR RUNAWAY BOY.
earns a profit per day of
Santa Fe, N. M., April 19. The Pullman
$7.62- for
lookout
on
are
the
mounted police
North Rutledge, a small boy of 12
years, who ran away from school at
PRIMROSE DAY IN ENGLAND
recently. He is probably
Clayton
London, April 19. The 30th anni
he
bound for Gage, Okla., where
versary of the death of Lord Beacons-fielwishes to trust his fortunes with a
was commemorated in London
farmer of his acquaintance- His de- and throughout the country today in
scription follows: Small head; hair the customary manner.
Primroses
smutty; has cap; front teeth lap and were worn generally, and hundreds of
are decayed and filled; small scar on bunches were thrown over the rail
forehead and neck; face badly sun- ings of Parliament Square at the foot
burned; knee pants. Adopted boy of of the Beaconsfleld monument, which,
Methodist preacher at Clayton. Suit- as In past years, was elaborately dec
able reward.
orated under
the auspices of the
Primrose League

Huntsville, Tex., April 19. The Society of the Daughters of the Texas
Republic began its annual convention
here today with delegates In attend
ance from all over the state. Mrs. Re
becca J. Fisher of Austin is presiding.
The visitors will remain here to par- tiicpate in the exercises at the unveiling of the monument over the
grave of Sam Houston in the Huntsville cemetery. The unveiling is to
take place Friday, which will be the
anniversary of the battle of San Ja
cinto.

for .. $15.00
for ... 19.00
for . . 23.50
for .
28.00

ESTABLISHED
$33,334,073

WOMEN'S WAISTS

DRESSES

ONE-PIEC- E

Look

25c.

SWA
,, ,

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents,
Laa
New
Vegas,

Mexico.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the
people to
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the

whom-a- mon

1

particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH
MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this
newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
10US t0
Pay Cash fr)
1
mobiles,
used machmery audi
furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and.musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are
read by all possible buyers of all
of
they h"ve
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TRACHOMA RAGES

LAS VEGAS

IN SANTA FE

STARTLING STATISTICS
GIVEN
OUT AS RESULT OF EXAMINA.
TION BY EXPERT

'

Santa Fe, N. M., April 19. Santa
Fo la the worst Infected town with
trachoma In the country. That la the
inevitable conclusion from the statistics given out by Dr. A. H. Dunn,
specialist and expert on the disease,
who has been sent to the southwest
by the Bureau, of Indian Affairs to
stamp out the disease in this country
amd especially among the Indians. Dr.
Dunn yesterday completed his examination of the pupils In the public FORMER LAS VEGAS BOY CLIMBschools and the result Is disquieting,
ING TO TOP OF LIGHTWEIGHT
not to say startling, for the Inevitable
LADDER
i
result of trachoma ,1s blindness, unless
the disease Is checked. It attacks first
Honors in the prize ring are comthe interior lining of the eyelids;
its cause is dirt, carelessness and in- ing rapidly to Lew Newman, a former
fection of those who are healthy us- Las Vegas lightweight, and he is grading towels, or even pencils or touch- ually working toward the top. Newing those who are affected and then man has lost but one battle in three
involuntarily touching their own eyes. years he baa ibeen following the ring.
The great number of cases of blind- Monte Dale was given a decision over
ness among the Indians are due to him a short time ago in Denver. Newtrachoma and the disease Is spreading man's last victory was over Young
t the white people of the southwest Erlenborn in Denver and was won
with rapidity.
on a decision, the fight being pulled
Of the pupils examined in the Sec- ofJ before the Denver Athletic club.
ond ward school on the south side,
Newman is matched for a fight with
100 per cent have trachoma. In most Jake Barada before the Empire club
of the cases, it is only in Its inciplency of Oklahoma City, Okla., on Decora
and can be easily checked by clean- tlon day. He expects to win. Though
liness and washing the eyes with
Newman has not been here for two
acid; in a few cases an opera- years, he calls Las Vegas his home
tion will be necessary to save the and is always Introduced from this
eyesight.
city. His manager, E. V. Stillwell, a
In the high school of 184 pupils long-tim- e
follower of the fight game,
examined, eliminating all doubtful thinks Newman will be able In anoth
cases, 80 per cent have trachoma; of er year to tackle men like Wolgast
139 examined recently, 90 per cent and Moran.
have trachoma. A trained nurse from
Newman, according to the press
the United States Indian school as' notices given of him in Denver papers
6isted in the examination of the eyes has a terrific punch and fights, with a
or pupils and the community owes a crouch. He covers
nicely and boxes
debt of gratitude to Dr. Dunn for call-- scientifically and is able to take lots
in gattention to the grave danger.
of punishment. Newman expects to
Ixjcal physicians, when questioned visit Las Vegas during the summer
declared that while they do not dls and renew old acquaintances. He is
pute the. diagnosis of Dr. Dunn, they known here to many people, who rewould want to examine the eyes of member his nervy manner of fightthe pupils themselves before giving ing. Newman's old friends here are
their assent to his figures. One physi- watching his career with much In
cian, an eye expert, said that .he yet terest.
had the first case of trachoma to find
has Newman's complete
The
among white people here and he has record Opticwill
and
be glad to show it to
examined a good many eyes. He said
fan who will call on the
any
fight
acof
time
the
this
on.
that at
year,
count ,ot wind and dust there is a good sporting editor.
deal of conjunctives among the peoNATIONAL Y. W. C. A. MEETING
ple of the southwest, as well as granulated eyelids caused by dirt and lack
Indianapolis, Ind., April 19. Many
of cleanliness or Infection, or because young women,
representing all parts
those afflicted have not provided of the United States States and sevthemselves with glasses. However, eral
foreign countries, arrived In In
they all counsel cleanliness and the dianapolis last evening and early this
use of separate towels by those under
morning to take part in the third
suspicion, as well as the application biennial convention of the
Young WoIf nine out
of an antiseptic
Christian
men's
Association
of the
of every ten children In Santa Fe have
United States. The meeting had its
af
those
of
trachoma, the proportion
formal opening today and the proflicted among the adults must be even
ceedings thus begun will continue un
greater.
next Monday.
One physician stated that the figures til
AW
phases of the association work
given out by Dr. Dunn are ridiculous,
are
to
be discussed and plans decida
is
he
that
an
is
he
alarmist,
that
young man who sees trachoma in ed upon for the extension of the acReports
every eye that is slightly inflamed. tivities of the organization.
prepared for presentation to the convention show that the Y. W. C. A. in
the United States now comprises a
total of 835 associations, of which 189
NOTICED
are in cities, 637 are student organizations and nine are association extensions. The 835 associations report a
HE
total of 216,556 members. The total
value of the real estate owned by
JnterestingStoryof Consultation with the association Is $8,352,487. Nearall of the branches maintain eduDermatologist and Successful Use ly
cational
classes. The largest associaAlso
Case of Severe
,of Cuticura.
tion in point of membership Is in
ilvy Poisoning, Relief of Which by Los
Angeles, with 5,835 members.
Cuticura was Permanent.

LEI, NEWMAN IS CLOSER PENNANT
ON TRAIL OF AD

bo-rac-

eye-was-

T

"Nine years
comini? on my
nineteen year
patural, as" it
bead instead of on top. My mother
.advised my seeing a dermatologist and
I did so, one of the best in Boston, and
vhe said it was due to a germ I must
ihave got at the barber's. He couldn't
assure a cure, but by treating each hair
separately by electricity, he said, the
Jiair might come out white or gray, if
out at all. He proposed giving
jtmecame
a treatment every month for six
months at ten dollars a treatment.
When I told my mother she advised
using Cuticura and this I did, using
.Cuticura Soap and Ointment every day.
In two months my hair commenced to
grow; and in six months one would
never have known there had been any
fci uuwiu, nut? in... v w
r, r, "
own. I have
the exact shade of my eini-e,
mm
naa
icci
iroiiDie
never
any
I can't say half enough for Cuticura.
(terribly poisoned by poison, ivy and
hid unnon
very summer lor bix
came, bursting and causing great suffering. We tried everything recommended
but with no
by the best physicians,
good result. Finally we tried Cuticura
and obtained relief in a very short time
which was permanent. She has never
had any trouble since, so Cuticura is
invaluable to us, you see. G. J. Browne,
1 IiemingtonSt.,l)orchester, Mass., Jan.
29, 1910."
This letter is but one of hundreds givthe success of the Cuticura
ing proof of
Remedies in treating the skin and scalp.
ottv DrugiChi;m.Corp..Sog Props., Botoo

SOLDIERS

MARCH AS IN '61

York, April 19. Four
brass cannon which rumbled over the Broadway cobblestones
in '61 rumbled again over the pavement of Fifth avenue today amid the
cheers of thousands of spectators.
The occasion was the fiftieth anniversary of the departure, of New York's
Seventh Regiment for the front, by
way of Jersey City, Philadelhia, Baltimore and Washington, at the outbreak of the civil war. The brass
cannon were the regiment's howitzer
which on
equipment of
"The March Down Broadway" were
cheered by thousands of
citizens all the way from the Sventh
Regiment armory to the foot of Cort-lanstreet. With the hlstorlo cannon there was a reproduction of an
e
baggage wagon bearing the
legend, "Our Seventh Knows no
North, nor South, nor East, nor West,
but Only One Whole Union." It was
under this banner that the regiment
marched down Broadway fifty years
ago today.
New

.

flag-bearin- g

old-tim-

ht
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CURES

RACES LOOKED
FOR
BAD STARTS

11911
BY

THE ATHLETICS

AND THE CUBS MEAN BET-

TER FINISHES
The big league champions, the
Athletics and the Cubs, got off to a
bad start in the first week of the
1911 going, and each team occupied
last place. The Athletics spilled three
games without a victory, while the
Cubs dropped two. Does, it mean that
the Athletics and the Cubs are not
as strong as they were last season
or that the other teams are stronger
or merely that the pennant winner
are having trouble in attaining their
stride?
Probably the stride answer solves
the puzzle. The Cubs have played
four games, two of them resulting in
tie scores. The Chicago club has
played good ball in the quartet of
games, but hasn't been able to hook
the winning run. The Cardinals gave
Chance's team one defeat and the
Pirates fronted the Chicagoans for the
first time Sunday, losing to the Cubs
by a 7 to 2 score.
Connie Mack's American League
champs and conquerers of the Cubs
met their masters in Hal Chase's New
The New YorkYork Highlanders.
ers have been picked by many as pennant hopes. They sure have opened
like real contenders. Every ball player
and every bug is watching Hal Chase,
the boy manager. He has- - started
well.

Both the Athletics and the Cub3
Drobably will get into their strike
this week. Many of the contending

teams in the two leagues have been
strengthened, but no one would pick
the Athletics or the Cubs to linger
long outside the first division. The
bad getaway of the league champs
merely means a better pennant race
in each league.

.

Pirates-Tiger- s
both teams In the
world's series year before last, cinched Detroit', victory over Cleveland on
Sunday with a steaming double in the
two
runs
eighth Inning, sending
across. He got another hit, too, out of
his four attempts.

Roger Bresnahan not only is
the Cardinals for all they have,
but also is contributing some robust
Individual athletics to their game. Recently "Rajah" assaulted the unfortunate Reds with a double and a triple
scoring from both wallops.
mau-agin-

g

Hampered by wobbly support, "Big
Ed" Walsh put the,Whlte Sox1 in the
winning column the first time this
season, holding the St. Louis Browns
safe all the way in a hard game. The
spltter was working well and eight
Browns took the count of three.
"Nap" Lajole and Ty Cobb, his victorious rival for American League
batting honors last year were pitted
squarely against each other In the
Cleveland-Detroseries. In the first
came the big Frenchman winnowed
a pair of stinging doubles in his four
trips to the pan while the "Georgia
Peach" got a single in three times up.
it

Good Health
Can not be over estimated and any
ailment that prevents it is a menace
to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
Wis., says: "I have been unable to
sleep soundly. nights, because of pains
across my back and soreness of my
kidneys. My appetite was very poor
and my general condition was much
run down. I have been taking Foley
BASEBALL NOTES
Kidney Pills but a short time and now
sleep as sound as a rock, my general
conditions Is greatly Improved, and I
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
Another Jackson may soon be shin- curod ne," O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
ing in the big ring and he also comes
Chance
from the South.
Manager
When a mtdiclne must be given to
liked the outfielder of the honored
name now with Memphis so well that young cshlldren It should be pleasant
to take. Chamberlain's Cough Remhe asked a price on him. Memphis
edy is made from loaf sugar, and the
name
got this Jackson, whose front
roots used In its preparation give it
a flavor similar to maple syrup, makis George, from Dallas.
ing it pleasant to take. It has no superior for colds, croup and whooping
"Jimmy Callahan ought to be a star cough. For sale
by all druggists.
this year in the garden for the White
Sox," says "Long T6m" Hughes, the
veteran twirler. "He has kept in the
game ever since leaving the American
league, and has not allowed himself to
become rusty. When he was right,
Callahan was a good hitter as well
as a grand good fielder, and I look
for him to make a flying start this
season. Now, believe me, 'Cal' has
forgotten more about baseball than
yet
many of the youngsters have
I
learned, and he is going to give them
all a rub for the honors "

The Souna Sleep of

'

BACK TO THE OLD 8Y8TEM

Las Vegas has long comolalned of
an omnipresent drain on Its Docke.
hook in support of
churches, lodges
nd civlo improvements. No douht
the complaint has been Justly regls- ereu. Hut as long as we have thes
Institutions to support, the where- withal must be raised in some man
ner, and as no other feasible nlan
offers Itself for consideration, the old
method will probably be resorted to
in the future.
Knowing the attitude of the citi
zens toward the "hold-up- "
system, the
management of Mondav night's worthv
benefit decided to eliminate canvassing. No advertisements were solicit
ed for a program that is notorious
among advertisers for its inefficiency. No corps of ticket sellers were
set to work. In short the manage
ment only asked that the people sun- port the benefit in a reasonable way.
The result was that numerous citizens who are constantly calling for
better and more civlo improvements
failed to come forth ana show their
appreciation of a worthy cause.
The conclusion: The "hold-up- "
system will probably go on. If the citizens must be forced to support the
improvements of their city, it is their
own look out.

(Contributed.)
One Conductor Helped Back to

III SOMES

The new. value of any advertisement depend, entirely on its
truthfulness and common sense. Based upon these two fact, we
hope
to make this short talk of special interest to all persons who are afflicted
with an old .ore or chronic ulcer. If in presenting the merit, of S. S. S.
as a cure for these troubles, our lin. of reasoning appeal, to you, it
will be an easy matter to prove the truthfulness of our statements
by
sending you a free book containing many testimonial, from persons in
every part of the country who have been cured of an old sore or
chronic ulcer by the use of S. S. S.
Whenever a sore or ulcer becomes chronic or refuses to heal, il

to-b-

OGAST

yu

VICINITY ha a clln sle of
unsurpiiied bealthfulness with-Vout extremes of
or cold, hsrlng nearly 300 days of
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is tbuntUnt and purs, furnished
by mountain
streams or from well, of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amount to n.arly II Inches,
average, occur
ring principally In July and Auuit.
The soU 1. highly f.ftll.
i
Mi, 6f work,
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands her. are lower la prlt. than w.'know of
anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crop, ar, principally alfalfa, Mti, mbntf
corn and
age. Sugar beets promts to be profitable
"Dry Farming," practiced .clentmc,,;, I. proving
successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover
man, thousand arc, surrounding
the city 1. now being constructed
.Mining development. n the adjacent mountain, ar
.bowing up
very promising value.. Building .ton. of .uperlor
quality 1. quarried
nearby.
The Peco. National Tom, which Is near,
afford, excellent gras-in-g
for large number, of cattl. and bor.c. at a
nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable buslnoss.
A great natural plea.ur ground abound, in
thl. National Forest,
with its grand sconory, It. trout stream, and
big game
Beautiful mountain resort. wl.h
Miy arCMi of tne cIt ar
all the year for health or plcn.ure seekers.

TTH1S

SCHOOLS

ago I noticed a bald spot
head and, as I was only
old, it did not seem
was on the side of my

iou

Is because of bad blood; the
healing qualities of the circulation have
been weakened by impurities or poisons in this vital fluid.
The blood is the great source of nourishment for all flesh tissues.
As it constantly circulates throughout the
system it carries the necessary
nutrient properties to every portion of the body. It is because of this
continual replenishment that the flesh remains firm and healthy and
free from disease. Since the blood exercises such an important and
necessary function we can easily understand why impurities or poisons
in this vital fluid so often infect and disease the flesh at some
particular
spot, and by continually discharging impurities into it cause the formation of old sores or chronic ulcers.
Every symptom of an old sore suggests diseased blood
The
inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and the fact that external
applications never have any curative effect on these places, show that
deep down in the circulation there is a morbid cause that prevents the
place from healing.
But more convincing proof that bad blood is
responsible for old sores is furnished by the fact that even removing
every visible trace of the ulcer
by surgical operation, does not
CURED MAN AND WIFE.
cure. THEY ALWAYS RETURN.
It rives me pleasure to relate my
Only by cleansing the blood
experience with S. S. S. Both my
of the poisonous cause can an
wife and myself have cause to be
old sore be cured.
S. S. S.
lleve it the greatest of all blood purifiers. I at one time had an old sore
heals them by going down nto
on my nose which oaused me a great
the circulation and removing the
deal of uneasiness, being: afraid it
cause from the blood.
When
was malignant. My wife also had
this has been done there is no
an ngly old ulcer on her face
whioh gave her considerable worry.
longer left any inflammatory
We knew of no oause for these old
impurity or infectious matter to
ores so concluded they were due to
irritate the place, and nature
bad blood. We both used S. a. 3. and
causes the natural and permait cured us sound and well. This
was some years afro but nei ther of us
nent healing of the ulcer. When
have ever had any
of a return
S. S. S. has purified the blood
of the sore. I oheerfully recommend
8.
S.
a
S.
as
ours
Old
for
Sores.
and the place is once more nourCr.W. LOGAN, Taylor, Texas.
ished with pure, rich blood, then
every symptom disappears, and
it is not a surface cure, but the place is firmly and solidly healed from
the bottom to the outer skin. S. S. S. is recognized as the greatest of
all blood purifiers, and therein lies its ability to cure old sores.
It is
purely vegetable, containing no mineral in any form, and its fine tonic
effects are always helpful in overcoming the impure systemic effects of
an old sore. Forty years of cures is the record of S. S. S., and what
it has done in thousands of cases we feel perfectly safe in saying it will
do in your case if you are afflicted with an old sore.
'
We have a special treatise on Old Sores which we will be glad t
send free to all who desire it. It contains the statements of many wit
nesses as to the efficacy of S. S. S., some of whom you may know.
We will also be glad to send free any special medical advice you desire.
THE SWT FT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA GA.
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GROSS, HELL

Y & CO.

(tncoporated)

Work-Mr- .

Wllford Adams is his name, and
he writes: "I was confined to my bed
with chronic rheumatism
and used
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
with good effect. The third bootle put
me on my feet and I resumed work as
conductor on the Lexington, Ky.,
Street Railway. It will do all you
claim in cases of rheumatism." It
clears the blood of uric acid. O. Q.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy." writes Mrs. T. B.
KendHrV R manna fin "It In tha hast
for
cough remedy on the market
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
bv all druggists.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer
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There is just one young baseball
player who Is doomed never to play
with the Athletics as a regular while
Connie Mack is manager of the team.
The young man is Earl Mack, son of
Cornelius, the First and Only. True,
Earl played In one championship game
In the American League last fall, but
that was Just a special occasion.
"Some people think that Earl is
to become a catcher for the Athletics some day," said Connie, "but
they are mistaken. Earl hasn't a
chance of playing with my team. It
doesn't do to mix up family affairs
with business. Naturally, I want to
see my boy at the top of the profession, but if he ever gets there or
good enough for a major league he
will have to play under some other
manager."

J

THE

E

go-'in- g

Mordecal ("Three Finger") Brown
debuted for the season against the
Pirates at Chicago and lost a 4 to 1
decision while yielding only 5 hits to
Camnltz's 9. Kling batted for Mordecai
in the ninth but failed to show.
Delehanty, who led the hitting of

i
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THE. VALUE OF. PEACE

the battleships

and
and on the armored
1879
i
Baroa de Constant of France, who
cruiser ;so far known only as "H.'
has attained worldwide fame for his
These three ships are Btill on the
PUBLISHED BY
I
stocks.
t ?
advocacy of universal peace, deliv;
ered an Interesting address on that
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Both England and Germany are
(iDUOHfOKATHUi
abject before the Denver chamber
In
looking ahead to the
of commerce the other day. He insist
a
these
for
fact,
carrying
plans
ship
m. m.
padgett;
editor ed that the hope that war mny b
monsters have been prepared by En
abolished is not a dream, but th'jt it la
gland, but not yet adopted. They are
a practical possibility depe5?et,WK)!l
ready should the need arise.
t':i;
SECRET,: CONTEST OF LEADING
the will of the nations.
The United States nurposes to arm
NATIONS FOR NAVAL 8UPRE-- '
There can be no quesUoVr the
the new battleships Arkansas and
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
value of peace and the barbarity of
MACY GOES MADLY ON
gun
Wyoming with a
Daily Per Year, by Carrier. .. .7.50 war, notwithstanding some men pro
and
an
with
projectile
Dally Per Month, by Carrier... .65 fess to believe that war is sometimes
Washington, April 19. The great na muzzle energy of 62,500 pounds. This
Dally Per Week, by Carrier... ' .15 needed to keep up the spirit and
tions
of the earth are redoubling their is considerably 'below the muzzle enWeekly Optic and Stock Grower,
maintain the manliness of nations.
of the new English
gun,
Pear Year, by Mail
2.00 But it is the great value of peace preparedness for war as the Temple ergy
The navy department is preparing
Six Months
1.00 which, in the present stage of the of Peace at The Hague nears com- d
guns with
are guaranteed the tvorld's development, makes it obli- pletion. Every hammer that drives also to mount
Advertiser
battle
on
future
projectiles
U'ycst daily and weekly circulation gatory upon nations, and especially a nau into that beautiful structure
muzzle capa
ships, with a hoped-fo- r
of
any newspaper in northeastern wealthy nations, to make ample pre
ii
outmatched
65,600 foot tons. If this mon
of
hammers
twenty
by
city
naNcvv Mexico.
paration for war. Poverty stricken
ster turns out all right, it probably
tions are exposed to little danger of forcing steel rivets Into battleships.
will
be the king of all guns, the En
nothDisclosures made within the past few
attack because there is little or
COLORADO TELEPHONE
to be gained by conquering them; days give an amazing insight in'o glish experts admit.
Business Office
Main 2 ing
All in Secret Struggle
nations fully prepared for war the feverish race of the
Main 2 and
Editorial Rooms
powers to
Immune because prudence with
are
is made clear that the
One
thing
2
Main
Society Editor
holds the hands of what might oth outdo each other with bigger and three great nations America, En
er wise be their enemies. "When a swifter battleships, larger guns and eland and Germany are in a secret
Entered at the Postoffice at East
man armed keepeth his palace, greater projectiles.
strong
struggle to beat one an
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmishis goods are in peace."
of
in
Dreadnoughts
constantly
In
matter of guns, and
the
other
sion through the United States Mails
This country should have no ene creasing power are being built Un where the struggle will end no one
as second class matter. mies. It has no territorial ambitions der the lead of Admiral Dewey the can now predict
which
antagonize those ot other pow- United States general naval board
Another great problem confronting
1911.
APRIL, 19,
WEDNESDAY,
ers. But it possesses such great has recommended that this country the nations is the availability of oil
wealth that it may at any time ex construct the most powerful battleship aa a fuel. For months it has been reSHAMEFUL SKEPTICISM
cite both the cupidity and the jealouy In the world. The vessel Is planned to ported here and there that an experi
of others. It is extending its trade cost more than $6,000,000, and the fig mental
battleship . is un
The students of the University of into all parts of the world, and com ures may go up to $8,000,000. It will
der construction. The latest "conn
California are said to be considerably mercial victories are apt to awaken have new features, based on the ex- mation" of the rumor came the other
at perience gained by the bombardment
puzzled because the hide of the ele resentment Friction may occur
day from London, where Dr. Diesel
out
and
difficulties
which
of
any
time,
of the battleship Teaxs.
told the Institution of Naval Archiphant given as a souvenir of Colonel
disputes may grow which no diplomOne new feature will be four tur- tects the battleship is surely in con
Roosevelt's African hunting trip shows
acy or willingness to arbitrate may be rets, each of which will contain three struction, ao mewhere where he re
no elgn of a bullet hole. Some of the able to dispose of without a clash
of the new type fourteen-lncguns fused to divulge. It is not a secret
students are declared to be wavering of arms.
firing a
projectile. The that a 9,000-tocargo Bhip with oilCommon sense combined with ap- broadside will
in their allegiance 'and to the almost
weigh 18,000 pounds burning engines is now being built
of the value of peace of metal. The
ready to brand the great American preciation
armorplate
in Hamburg, Germany.
should
make
this country put itself of the turrets Js to be sixteencovering
Inches
war
nimrod as a nature faker all beThe movements for
in a condition of complete preparation
ships started in America, where experi
cause, forsooth, an elephant has ap- for war. There should be no stinting
of the battleship are to be protected ments were carried on by the navy
parently been slain without visible appropriations for the construction of
with steel lates fourteen inches in department under
Mel
evidence of bullet, sword, ax, belaylng-pi- n warships and for the manufacture of
as againBt the eleven-IncAll the re
1902.
thickness,
as
as
ago
long
vllle,
field
rifles
and
or other offensive or defensive all the ammunition,
on the Texas, which cently
built American destroyers
needed for as large a force armorplatlng
artillery
betwelve-inchowever,
weapon. Very sensibly,
have oil engines, while the newer
as may in any emergency be called waa easily pierced by the
fore
The American battleships use oil as an
the contributing Into the field- To fail to do this on guns of the New Hampshire.
oonslgning
hunter to the Ananias club, the Cali- some theory that war may never new dreadnought will have greater auxiliary to coal. The average sav
water-linfornia students take refuge in the occur is to indulge In a dream from protection below the
ing in cost of fuel where oil is used
two
new
American
The
battleships, is estimated at about 30 per cent
tersome
which
a
be
there
may
day
the
fact
"have
that
they
comforting
for which Secretary of the Navy
Increase of accuracy in firing is a
rible awakening.
elephant anyway," no, matter how it
Meyer now has the plans, are to be nroblem on which the nations are
o
met Its fate.
of 27,500 tons displacement each, and now
working incessantly. The grow
But mere philosophy is not the only THE COURT OF COMMERCE they will carry ten
gunB. The ing size and cost and the increasing
three-gu- n
turret, though new to speed of war vessels make cannon
r main ground .upon which ' the
A day in American history will be American warships, has been adopted sharpshootlng more and more neces
Colonel's claims rest. There are
when the new court of com by the Russian and the Italian navies.
mora ways ., ot killing. a pockroetch marked
sary, the experts agree.'
merce opens for its first term In Wash'
arrangement will give a fore and
In the recent" tarfeet practice of.
than by slipping cyanide ot potassium ington. The eyes of the business The
aft fire of five guns, and a broadside the American fleet off the Chesapeake
into its lunch.
There are more world will be turned toward the new fie of ten guns.
Capes the Connecticut, steaming at
an
of
ways
killing
elephant, or cap- tribunal in ever increasing interest.
It has just become known outside seventeen knots, riddled a target
The
court
ultimately will become the of British admiralty circles that the
turing it, than by drilling a tunnel
moving six knots in the opposite di
place where many of the national new
A" guns for the new Enan
with
its
cuticle
express
through
rection, at a range of eight miles.
problems will be settled.
glish dreadnought battleships, which Thirteen hits out of fourteen shots
rifle. Since, therefore, securing the
Andrew Carnegie said in the New were thought to represent the limit
at 14.000 vards was the record es
elephant is, by the California students' York American some time ago that o cannon
power, have been followed tablished
during the practice. This
own philosophy, the main point, there the court of commerce will be the
by an even more ponderous and was1 the best shooting on record. One
are sundry explanations to be offered means of subjecting all the great cor deadly weapon.
three-incgun of the Connecticut
toi the rule of public wel
This newest of all guns is 13.5 inch- scored thirty-thre- e
by way of proving that the elephont porations
hits out of thirty-fou- r
Is in very truth a Roosevelt souvenir fare; that through this court the es indiameter, with a length of 45
The accurat
1,500
shots
yards.
principle of the limitation of divi- calibres, and It is asserted it can
twelve-incand not the palmed-of- f
with
of
trophy of an dends and the fixing of the
the
acy
firing
price of
n
with an
other's victory. Why, for instance, commodities and services will ulti- pierce any armor,
guns was especially noticeable, the ofwhich will destroy any warship ficers of the fleet report. They made
might the Colonel not have "stolen mately, and without social disorder In the world. The energy of this
of hits.
on a secure hour," like Claudius in or jar, be applied to steel, oil, sugar monster weapon carries with it an the greatest percentage
The offering up of the battleship
all
and
the
other
Industrial
great
"Hamlet," and "poured some leprous
increase in striking power at great Texas as a sacrifice to the necessities
trusts as well as to railroads.
distillment" into its ear? Why may
range, and at the same time the In- of target practice is regarded by navHe ventured to predict that the
he not have been the David that
ternal pressure and the velocity cf al men as an evidence of the intense
court of commerce will, in a manner,
h
A" type is maintained.
the
brought the mighty monster low with
concern of the American government
repeat in Its growth to importance
1!
have
he
not
The muzzle energy of the new gun to be in a state of first class prea slingshot Why may
and
the
of
the
power
history
supreme
h
13
lassoed It In memory of the old West
above that of its prede
paredness for any cloud that may
of the United States. He recall- cessor.em days, letting nature do the rest? court
The weight of the projectile arise on the war horizon of the world.
ed
fact
John
that
the
Jay resigned la increased from 850 pounds to 1,2:50
Why may he not have suddenly the office of chief
A professor in Parma University
justice because he
showed his teeth and scared it to
when the shell gets has invented a Hertzian wave transoffice of little inter- pounds. Thus,
considered
an
it
death? Or made a stump speech and
re
mitter which it is asserted will melt
est or significance. Yet under John through the enemy's armor, the
choked it with enthusiasm. Or outlin
more damag
be
sult
will
enormously
oversteel
office
came
Marshall
to
that
plates of battleship armor and
ed his "new nationalism" and, like
ing and destructive.
metals brought close to the ap
shadow
the
other
not
because
presidency
the good republican which all ele- Marshall was a
No armor at present in use, in the
Hertzian
man than Jay,
waves, as la
paratus.
greater
in
to
it
died
are
be,
supposed,
phants
but because the development of the United States or elsewhere, the ad known, are waves of heat and illumi
an apopletlo fit?
court depended upon the miralty experts say, can withstand nation ' that differ apparently from
Fie upon the California university supreme
e
range.
these new guns at a
for doubting that the gradual welding of the states and the The mounting of the new gun is in the simple undulations ot either llgnt
students
evolution
of
or electricity.
nationality.
Colonel slew in very truth the pachy-The new court ot commerce will every way stronger.
The Jacoylello apparatus consists
reminder of his Jungle
demous
This has been accomplished without of an arc in which are two tubes of
to
the
grow
towering
importancewith
jaunt. Of course It's a Roosevelt ele
growth of the national sense of com- Increasing the diameter of the turret. metal as substitutes for the ordinary
phant. Who else in all the iwide mercial and industrial
Eight British ships, including two for carbon pencils. Currents of from 15,- unity.
world could slaughter such a beast
the colonies, mount this gun, and the 000 to 100,000 volts are sent through
and yet preserve Its hide unperforat-five authorized ships shortly to be laid the tubes,
accompanied by a regulat
ed for scientific use?
Mahion Ivins,. Jr., of Merchantvllle
all of which are to be complet ed current of air which moves in the
down,
o
has a reputation as an actor and takes
ed by March, 1913, will carry the gun same 'direction as the ions and the
in nearly all of the local shows.
part
THE FLY'S TRAIL OF In the last show that was given, n their turrets.
electrons, as the electrified particles
DISEASE
thus
a
New
of
air are called. The
Terror
Have
had
one
of
Germans
the leading parts.
Shorty
serves to regulate the intensity of the
EnAfter
the
monster
takwhile
new
was
he
show,
As against this
If your eyes were as good as a fly's
an elderly man glish weapon of destruction, the Ger- iona and electrons and renders them
ing off his make-up- ,
you could see that wherever he walks
made his appearance in the doorway. mans, in their dreadnoughts, have capable of charging many thousands
on your food or across your bay's
Into and from an
"Are you Mr. Ivlns" inquired the provided no heavier weapon than the of volts a second
face he leaves a trail, a sort of milky
condenser
electrostatic
old man.
Krupps of 50 calibres, carrying
way of tiny specks. Again, if your eyes
All Nations Study Airships
"Yes," replied Shorty, as he motionprojectiles, with a muzzle
were as sharp as a miscrope you could
foot-toned
The
him
to
be
seated.
42,500
was
see that each of these tiny spects
The development of airships to now
energy of
"Well," the old man continued, "I
carrying this gun are the one of the most puzzling problems
matter. Unless you are a chemist you
Just want to tell you something. I've Na&saSV' WesMalen, Rhelnland and
with which the great war nations
might not be able to tell just what
this matter was composed of, but if been watching your face tonight. rVkn battleships, and the Von der have to deal. America, England,
You should not be playing in this Old TalnN-aarmored cruiser. It is said Germany, France, Italy and Japan are
you know anything about the habits
of the fly you oould make, a pretty town; you should be with Mansfield, the'erman Tiave designed a
all striving to perfect balloons and
or Irving, or Joe Jefferson.','
ro4aUber. cannon with a muzzle aeroplanes as engines of destruction,
good guess. It would be filth of some Booth,
said Shorty, "those act
foot-tonmrowius and hundreds of experts are working
sort, gathered in the garbage can or
energy, of 'B5.000
980
oticr unhealthful1 place. Why make ors are dead."
ve.j for these governments, day and night
of
pounds.
"I know It," said the old man, as a projectile
suc a fuss aobut washing the baby's
known nere auoui im is
little
trying to solve the double problem
a
bands and face, and allow the dirty he turned on his heel and left.
which is to be mounteq. W
offense and defense:"' ;r
of
pon,
Times.
the Heligoland
notfrtelnnd.
fly to leave his trail at will? Swat the
One set of experts is seeking to
all bat
fly,' and swat him early, because If he
Thuringen and the Oldenburg,
perfect the .airship as a, weapon of
gets a start he will reproduce faster
Trr a dram of om Tnviw hnnrt-- Ui.Mna and the Moltke,. an armored war. The other set or experts is enare compeuns
than you can swat, Better one swat at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- deavoring' to adapt water ships and
fcrulser, allot which
la to
in April than a hundred in May.
Kim
same
on
(afloat. The.
,j rels,
land forts so as to destroy the air
thenar,
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BIGGER GUNS ON

XUrsaiz-Heimdal-
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L

BIGGER SHIPS

:

THE GOAL

.

craft before they can do any damage
on the objects below then
J
i To
neet tfie aiahiB problem the
naval sharps say, it will he necessary
to equip warships and forts with guns
which can be trained to fire Into the
sky straight up and at any required
angle. This will involve a modification of existing types and a vastly increased expense for armaments.
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"Years ago," said Guy Bates Post,
the actor, "I appeared in an amateur
performance of a play that had a distinct religious flavor. The leading
player had studied for the ministry
and had a deep and sonorous voice. In
one of the scenes the lights weresus-pose- d
to be turned down and a raging
storm stimulated. The accompanying
lines were:
i
"Oh, Lord, deliver us from the powers of darkness."
"The leading man spoke the lines,
but the darkness didn't follow. He
spoke them again, and still the stage
was distressingly light. Finally, he
roared:
" 'Oh Lord, deliver us from the
power of darkness, and also give that
fool gas man sense enough to turn
down the lights.'
"The gas lights went down and the
audience roared." Pittsburg
Chronicle-Teleg-

.1

fcv.

at Caupem
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
stockers and feeders $4.60
bulla
5.90;
$4.255.25; calves $4.50
New York, April 19. Call money,
western
steers
7;
$4.806; western
2
2
2
steady,
per cent. Prime cows
'
$3.255.25.
4
4
3
mercantile paper
per
Hogs 16,000, market five to ten
cent. Mexican dollars 45- -

$26.0;

HONEY AND STOCKS
1--

1--

3-- 4

Amalgamat
lower. Bulk $6.106.30; heavy $6.05
ed 61
Sugar 116 bid. Atchison 108
6.20; packers and butchers $6.10
Great Northern, pfd. 125- - New
York Central, pfd. 125. New York Cen- 6.30; light $6.256.35.
Sheep 5,000, market steady. MutNorthern Pacific 122
tral, 105
tons
114
$3.604.75; lambs. $5; fed
151
Pacific
Southern
Reading
wethers and yearlings $45.25; fed
Steel 75
Union Pacific 175
western ewes $3.504.25.
pfd. 119
3--

1--

1--

3--

3--

3--

1-- 4.

raph.-

"Is this Mr-- Walslngham's office?"
flElAL
asked the gentleman solicitor, as he
New York, April 19. Lead, dull,
paused before the dignified old man
standard
copper, dull;
who sat at the only desk In the room. 4.404.50;
Silver
spot and May 11.6011.75.
"Yes, sir."
53
"Are you Mr. Walslngham?"
"No, I'm Just an Inquisitive young
WOOL
scamp who has come in to paw over
St. Louis, April 19. Wool, market
his papers, read his private correspondence and smoke a cigar that I unchanged! Territory and western
mediums 1517; fine mediums 13
have taken out of his vest pocket."
15; fine 1112.
Chicago Record-Heral7--

"Johnny," said the teacher, "here Is
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS g
a book. Now, stand up straight and
Chicago, April 19. Wheat, May 88
sing like a little man."
Corn, May
July 86
The song was "Nearer My God." No 49
July 51. Oats, May ill
to
sooner had the school commenced
Pork, May 15.37
July 31
sing than a little girl waved her had July 14.61
Lard, May 7.80;
frantically. Stopping the singing, the July 7.87
Ribs, no quotations.
teacher Inquired the cause.
"Please, teacher, I think Johnny
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
whistles.
will get nearer If he
Kansas City, April 19. Cattle,
Judge's Library.
including 400 southerns, market
Best draught beer In the city, at steady to ten lower. Native steers
the Lobby, of course.
$5.254.85; native cows and heifers

Ripplette, (he Rough

, !Dry, Fabric

"12-inc- h

Ironing
Eastern Price, 15c Yd.

$b256.40.
Sheep 20,000, market weak to ten
lower. Native $3 4.70; western $3.15
4.70; yearlings $4.305.25; lambs,
native

western

$4.506.15;

$4.75

6.15.

Statement of
THE MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE
OF NEW YORK
New York. N. Y.
To December 31st, 1910:
.
Assets
$572,859,062.98
Liabilities & Reserves.. $572,859,062.98
O. C. WATSON, Manager.
Pueblo, Colo.
COMPANY

1THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

If It is New "The Store,

13 Off All

No

a

CHICAOO LIVESTOCK
April 19.; Cattle, 20,000,
market generally ten lower. Beeves
$5.156.70; Texas steers $4.605.60;
western steers $4.805.80; stockers
and feeders $45.75; cows and heifers
$2.705.80; calves $4.756.50.
Hogs 25,000, market slow, five to
ten lower. Light $6.206.55; mixed
$i;.156.35; pigs $6.206.55; bulk
Chicago,

of Quality" Has It

Women's Hats

Ask

to See

Ripplette

h

,

h

after-explosio-

"12-lnc-

one-tent-

We Want to Call Your Attention to Our
Line of Women's and Hisses'
Suits and Dresses v
Summer Forerunners in the
Women's Suit Store

One

Samples
50c each.

lot f of Men's Belts Drummers
Worth 65c, 75c and $1.00, at

Summer Wash
Hats and Caps
For Boys and Girls A
very complete assortment
here

,

wi

Shoes, Manhattan

Shirts,

Coopersand Superior Made Underwear,
Stetson Hats.

Wniilrl
-

a

mmt
wrrr:

Boy's Wash Suits
Shown in newest styles
and best materials, per suit
75c to $2.00.
THE

515-51- 7

Railroad
'

Avenue

tg

n

J

oucitu
Hnlla

to improve something that was
already universally
acknowledged to be perfect?
i
That's ,htk
uiiKcrs oj tne victnr H1V1
the
of Victor
ztnn lot am i
vv.ui ii.
?

pITI3
" "TV vracucany
r:" ust C
our tney did it.
awr-r-ir--

v

r

iv,iui

There's a Victor for YOU

every record in

f tHe reCOrds

sUchSTxnd3
"

ty

4.
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half-millio-

tcne-quali-

.

'

I

;

Florsheim

See Our Line of

760-pou-

'

n

SPECIAL IN MEN'S WEAR SECTION

six-mil-

Phlla-delphi-

So many times when ;"a
pretty Silk Gown
is the one thing for the occasion.
These are
delightful for summer out door wear, and will
fit in charmingly for the dressy home-gowwhen summer is past. Foulards are all
the
rage. Manv have the new peasant sleeves.

The daintiest of wash dresses from $4.25
to $32.50, have fluttered in for their share of
inspection. In. their novel effects and little
varied touches are the first glimpses of the
styles that the coming Summer will bring.

.

h

Women's Silk Dresses

sin

tww

ticrnij

s

hV

anted

.'

lO 8Ult.

You are
TOrdiajlyJnvited to hear the new
selection of records we have
just received
-

X

J

STORE OF QUALITY

is
HiMiMM or n.m:
E.LASVEGAS.
issj

isaJ.-4.252-

Opposite ,fT
Casta neda

f

Hotel

LAS VEGAS DAILY

The Prescripl lonlst
'

i l i" 1

'Vlj'!

i

r;

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your

'

prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

day visiting friends and shopping. )
Mrs. Charles P. Trumbull left this
afternoon for Socorro, where she will
be the guest f friends for some time.
W. J. Luoa Returned this afternoon
from Denver," where he had been on
a business Vf&V during the past few
;
days.
Mrs. James' "Cdpeland will leave tonight for ; her? old home in Illinois.
where she will visit relatives and
friends for several weeks.
,
Mrs. Charles Stewart arrived this
afternoon from her home in San Mar-cia- l,
and will be the guest of her son,
Pierce Stewart, for a few days-W. D. Shea, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad, was here today
from his headquarters In Santa Fe
on an official business trip- C. Cundift and E. D. Clark of Lamy
were here last night to attend the
dance given by the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Englnemen.
They returned home this afternoon-Mrs- .
John Joerna and two children
are expected to arrive this evening
from Raton where they have been
visiting for several weeks. The chil
dren, who have been ill, have fully recovered.
Mrs. F. P. Smith passed through
here today on her way from Kenton,
O., to San Bernardino, Calif., where
she will join her husband, who is In
charge of an airbrake instruction car
that is making a tour of the Santa Fe
lines. She will accompany Mr- Smith
for about a month, when they will
return home together.
W. H. Dearstyne of the Peters Paper company of Denver Is in town
on a regular business trip. Dearstyne
peddles both paper and sunshine. He
knows more new funny stories than
any man on the road. His customers
are always tickled when they aee
him, grip in hand, coming in the
front door.
f

We Have

Just

Received a Lot of

-

Western
Garden
Seed
In Bulk

and
Package

.

From Barteldes Seed
Co. , It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

Grocer

Butcher.

MAROONS WILL PLAY
RAILROADERS SUNDAY

BIG

Mr a

W'"GAMlf

Another game of baseball between
the Maroons and the Railroaders has
been scheduled for next Sunday afternoon at Amusement park. Both
teams will be strengthened materially
and a hot game is expected to result.
An admission, fee of ten cents will be
charged for the game. This will be
used for defraying expenses of balls
and other necessary supplies. Until
the Santa Fe's and the Maroons have
struck their stride and made the
changes in their line ups that will
occur before the season is opened
formally games will be played regularly for the purpose of developing the
material on hand and keeping up interest in the sport.
Ludwig Ilfeld, one of the directors
of the baseball association, has received a letter from Ralph Wingo of
last season's Maroons. Wingo, who is
Danpitching for Central University,
in
back
he
will
he
ville, Ky.f says
Las Vegas in June and will be ready
to don Maroon uniform. The management and the fans will both be
to the
glad to welcome Wingo back
.

fold.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Building
Material
i

for body and brain.

Grape Nuts
stood

has

the

for

test

years
So good
now
are
.

Marti St. Jofl. Mich..

'

1

Quart Size. Special
Quart 2 Size. Special

$1.25

...$1.50

Cook and Serve
in the Same Dish
Food cooked and served in Guernsey
Earthenware retain! all the full natural
flavors, and you serve piping hot right
off the stove.
Guercsey is thai beautifully finished
earthenware brown outside porcelain
white inside highly glazed all over.
It is so inactive oa the table puts the
linen and
finishing touch to
shining silver.
Guernsey is inexpensive and you can
get it in all kinds of dishes from the
petite marmite to the family casserole.
Come in and tee our complete line of
snow-whi-

Bmra White Lint

te

Enamtlel

(Sutras

y s&tt&J

Earthenware
Look at

Big-

Display Window
FOR

Big Specials in

Furniture

For Week Ending April

22

THE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y.

M. C. A.,

'

-

''millions.

'There's a Reason"
Postum Cereat Co.. Ltd..
- Battle Creek, Mich. t

i
,

14

'.....
'
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that its .users
numbered by

SaVS.
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ATTENDED

AT

ARMORY

ANNUAL
MANY

GUESTS

fi. Las Vegas

r
- llffln.
nnnfrorttarl O flOTfifA
bronthlariWoublevand' as the Doctor's
medicine did not cure him, I gave mm
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
which I have great faith. It cured
REALTY REPORT
the cough as well as the choking and
gagging spells, and he got well in a
short ime. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has many times savea us
Warrany Deeds
much rranhle and we are never wltnG.
O.
Schafer
in
nouse."
nut it
the
J. M. Lyon, et ux to Mary Graves,
and Red Cross Drug Co.
December 10, 1910, 320 acres In Las
1.
Vegas grant. Consideration
J. M. Lyon, et ux., to Earle A. Kie- fer, January 10, 1911, 4710.60 acres in
.
BASEBALL SCORES;
Las Vegas grant. Consideration
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Investment and Agency Corporation
to Luella A. Williams, March 29,
1911, 240 acres in Las Vegas grant.
Consideration $10.
' National League
juan B. Coca, et ux., et als., to
R-- H. EScore
320
3 P 1 Manuel D. A Maes, March 1911,
Chicago
Con
San
acres
in
county.
Miguel
0 4 2
Pittsburg :
Batteries: Richie and Archer; sideration ?1.
F. M. Mestas, et al., to M. Madrid,
Leifleld and Gibson.
25, 1910, 80 acres in San
September
R.
H. iv
Score
.
Consideration $140.
2
county.
Miguel
New York
M.
Mestas to Nieves
Dscolastica
1
7 11
Brooklyn ...... .4.
1903, 80 acres In
26,
January
Madrid,
and
Schardt.
Rarterles:
Ragon
$100.
Consideration
Co.
Erwin; Marquard and Myers, Wilson. San Miguel
M. Mestas,
Escolastica
to
A.
U.
S.
B.
R.H.
Score
9 17 - June 26, 1903, 160 acres San Miguol
Boston
.i..
10 13 2 county.
Philadelphia
Batteries:. Mattern, Parsons ana Board of Trustees Town of Las Ve
Raridan ; . Rowan, Stack, Brennan and gas to Dionlclo Martinez, December
in Las Vegas
6, 1910, 538.4 acres
Dooin.
R.H.E. grant.
Score
u
1
Jose Cresln to Bacharach Bros.,
St. Louis
1 7 0
Cincinnati
February i7, 1911, Land in La Plaza
ana de Los Martinez, San Miguel county.
Batteries: .Harmon, Sallee
Bresnahan, Fromme, Burns and Mc Consideration $1.
Fred W. Browne, et ux., to E. A.
Lean. (Ten innings; called on account
Kiefer. November 20, 1909, 320 acrea
of darkness.)
In San Miguel county. Consideration
American League
$1.
R.H. K- Quit Claim Deeds
12 2
2
. ,
F.,.l
Washington
Stella J. Bernard to El' a B. Bunker,
xwib.
K6
et al., April 12, 1911, lots in town of
and street ,
Batteries : ' 'Hughes
L. V. Consideration $1.
Vaughn and (Julnn.
J. M. Lyon, et ux., to E. A. Kiefer,
V- .Score
15, 1910, 320 acres Las
December
1 7 3
..
Poland A.V:
$1.
Consideration
' s
6 8 0 gas grant.
LFCUVIV
Ron Coles, et nx., to Rebecca L:jBatteries: 'thaler, Gregg and smitn; cero March 8 1911, lots 25 and N 2
Mullin and" Strange.
26 blk. 11, T. Romero addition. Con',M-E- Scor- esideration $50.
UOSIOU
vr
"V! 5 ? 4
Mineral Patent
Philadelphia ...
.Wood rand camgan, I Pecos Copper Co., March 23, 1911,
and Livingston, lfij acres of land in San Miguel Co.
Morgan, Col'imore"
t.
I '!
Certificate of Sale
Romero, treasurer to Luis
Eugenlo
I American Association '.'';
17, 1911, 'ot and imLouis
April
Armijo,
1;
Louisville:
Minneapolis
At
National
avenue7 s Considprovement
ville 3. f
'
$31.06.
eration
Colum
MUwaukee
7;
At Columbus:
to Fred
treasurer,
Eugenio Romero,
'
bus 5. ,13
and im
lot
1911,
17,
L.
April
Buriren.
Indian
Paul
3;
At Indianapolis: St.
provement at corner of Valencia and
City 1; Toledo New : Mexico avenue. Consideration
At Toledo-Kans$33.61.
,
,
, ...

'"
;;.:
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FOOD

V

CROWD
BALL

,

BOTH TEAMS TO BE MATERIALLY
STRENGTHENED FOR THE

FIREMEN'S DANCE

EVENT

-

I J. A. Papen
and

19, 191 1

HAPPY SOCIAL

E. D. Raynolds of the First ' national bank returned this afternoon
from a trip to Denver.
Mrs. Hattie Case and daughter left
night for California. They, expect id
locate in some city of that sate. 1
Mrs. Eugenlo Moya, wife of a merl
chant in Rivera, was In Las Vegas to

'

.

ALL METAL FREEZER

PERSONALS

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, APRIL

It was a big and happy crowd that
danced last night in the armory as
guesU of the Brotherhood of Loco
motive Firemen
and Englnemen.
When the grand march was begun
the line of dancers nearly encircled
the big floor, which was slick as
glass. The colors of the Brother
hood, red, white and green were used
profusely in the decorations, which
were beautiful. Streamers of tissue
paper of these colors were run from
the edges of the gallery to the ceiling
acd hung in festoons from the walla
in artistic effects. A beautiful lighting effect was gained by the use, of
trainmen's lanterns with red, white
and green globes. The lanterns were
hung from the edges of the gallery
and were run across the celling on
the heavy beams. A locomotive head
light at either end of the hall also
furnished
light for the moonlight
dances.
The music was excellent and the
souvenir programs given the dancers
were artistic and clever. Each dance
In the list was given some charac
teristic railroad name, which created
a great deal of merriment.
Every de
tail of the dance went off exactly as
planned. Railroad men are alwjays
on time and they conducted their
dance with the same precision f.s
though they were running on orders.
The Hom, Sweet Home waltz was
two hours late, but that Is the way
It waa scheduled.
Prominent railroad men from other
points on the New Mexico division,
with their ladies, were present last
fireman,
engineer,
night. Every.
brakeman, switchman, conductor, call
machinist,
boy, host'er, dispatcher,
freight hustler and car sealer who resides in Las Vegas discovered a sick
relative last night and laid off and
a call boy hunting for crews during
the dance would have met with dis
couragement, to say the least, at the
hands of the men he sought, A large
number of Las.Vegsr. people also enjoyed the hospitality of the railroad
boys.
The
lv due
rious
These

fi

success of the dance was large- to the efficient work of the vacommittees that planned It.
were: Program E. T. Fortune,
C. A. Ford and T. Carville; Arrange
ments C. A. Ford, T. Carville, C.
Sidell, D. McRay, J. Merrit, E. T. Fortune and C. H. Wells; Floor Max
Evans, E. T. Fortune, C. A. Ford, J.
Merrit; G. Jacobs, C. L. Comstock
and Thomas Chown.

Catarrh Doctor
OR
ACUTE
CATARRH,
BACK
MONEY
OR
CHRONIC,

CUflES

Would you pay one dollar to rid
yourself of disgusting catarrh?
Then go to E. G. Murphey today
and ask him for a Hyomei outfit and
you will not only engage, but you will
own outright a little caarrh doctor
that has cured more casea of catarrh
than all the catarrh specialists era
earth.
Tn the tl.OO box which contains the
Hyomei outfit, you will find a little
hard rubber vest pocket Inhaler.
Tntn this Inhaler you pour a rew
have
drops of Hyomei. Then all you
do is breathe through the litue
inhnlfir. either through the nose or
ca
mouth, according to where the
tarrh Is located.
when vou breathe HYOMEI you
antl-seti- c
breathe a powerful yet soothing,
over
the
ari, which as it passes
membrane
ridden
and
germ
Inflamed
ana
penetrates every fold and crevice
destroys germs completely.
stomach dosing never cured ca
tarrh, sprays and. douches always fall;
and why? because they don't get
where the germs are, and as catarrn
Mrm disease you must kill tne
catarrh.
germs, before you can cure
HYOMEI Is gnaranteed by E. G. Mur
to
phey and by druggists everywhere
cure catarrh, coughs, colds, croup and
sere throat.
Sound Sleep of Good Health
The
r,r,t k ever estimated and any
ailment that prevents it Is a menace
to health. J. U souiaeru,
uui,
T have been nnahle to
Wis says:
of
because
pains
sleep soundly nights, soreness
of my
across my back and
tHrinova Mt jtnnetlte was very poor
and my general condition was much
run down. I nave oeen lasing roiey
Kidney Pills but a short time and now
sleep as sound as a rock, my general1
conditions is treatiy improved, ana
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
curod ne." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

.7

i

A pure, wholesome

leavening agent which makes the
biscuit and cake ol highest healthlul-ncs- s
at medium cost and protects the
food from alum, which Is the greatest
dietary danger of the day.

HUSTLING THE EAST ON THE
AMERICAL PLAN OF MONEY RAISING
The Hermit Nation Tries For its Y. M. C. A. the Rapid Campaign Methods
Asby Which Philadelphia Secured $1,000,000 In Twelve Days
sociations of North America by It Have Increased Their
Equipment by $30,000,000 in Five Years It Worked too
in Kobe, Japan, with an American Hustler Behind It.

The first of the Young Mens Christian associations In the far east to
meet the conditions for a share in
the "White House fund" of nearly
for Y. M- - C. A. buildings
$2,000,000
in foreign lands was Seoul, Korea,
'
the capital of the Hermit nation ot
the old world.At the conference held
at the White House this fund was
started which now aggregates nearly
The international commit$2,000,000.
tee demands that an association provide a site before the funds for a
building iwill be available.
The association in Seoul, Koieu,
which has outgrown the building John
Wanamaker put up for It two years
ago, required an addition for a gymnasium and the offer was made from
America to provide this on condition
that $5,000 was secured for the same
purpose at Korea iwithln a few weeks.
The consul general of Seoul wrote that
it was "improbable, and, in fact, to
possible under existing conditions."
The president of a bank and the best
informed business men and missionaries were of the same opinion, except
Dr. Underwood,' senior missionary in
Korea and brother of the well known
typewriter man, who said that rais
be
ing that sum in Seoul would
equivalent to raising half a million in
the average American city. But the
three American secretaries thought it
might be done and telegraphed for H.
A. Wilbur, the secretary at Kobe. Ja
pan, who had hand'ed such campaigns
there and in Ohio.
The three westerners on whom the
for
association
large
.depended
amounts declined to give, but a Chin- se merchant who in his younger days
ad been Influenced by the Christian
missionaries in China and later Joined
a Korean Christian church, pledged
$500, then an American dentist gave
a
$125 and a missionary $50 and
traveling American $250. An Ameri
can merchant at Chemulpo gave $250
and In seven days the whole amount
of 11,000 yen was pledged In 449
gifts; $579 pver the amount asked for.
an
This will give this association
than
a
lot
larger
covering
equipment
the association at Dayton, O. It has
878 members, a large day and night
school with a faculty 'of 25 teachers
and is teaching trades to young Ko

reans who must learn to work or
starve.
H. A. Wilbur, the American secretary from Dayton, 0., had not been
in Kobe, Japan, three months before
he had carried through a campaign
there for 30,000 yen on the American
plan. The Japanese were enthusias
tic about taking it on with the big
clock to register the gifts each day
and the lunch meeting for reports and
taking new names each noon and the
competing teams. One of the men
who gave 1,000 yen had been in that
Japanese deputation to America which
was given receptions by the assocla
tion in Chicago and other cities. There
were 620 gifts and all but 2,000 yen
came from 'the Japanese. One man
feave 2,500 yen, but a boy of. the
Janitor force who is getting 2 yen a
month and earns a little more by er
rands pledged 6 yen. This the presi
dent said was the largest gift of all.
Every man of one bank from the man
ager down to the poorest paid clerk
gave.
By this rapid campaign method the
Shanghai, China, association undertook to increase its membership and
there in ten days 655 new members
were added whose fees are aggregated at $6,003 Mexican. There were two
the
sides chosen, the "Red" and
"Blue." In the campaign many Chinese
who had not embraced Christianity,
took an active part The leader of
the "Blue side" was one of the leading and wealthiest merchants of the
city and a member of the Chamber of
Commerce. He was at the headquarters twice daily and spent hours in
the canvass and personally won the
most points. This association Is now
manned by 52 men, including Its teachovering staff. The membership has
taxed this building, the fourth successively outgrown within ten years.
The offer of $75,000 for a building
for the Chinese association at Hongkong was made on condition that they
should raise $25,000 in the city for the
site. The board of directors which
was composed of men in humble circumstances, met to see what could
be done. Every man felt that the
building was a neecssary thing to
safeguard the moral life of Hongkong
young men. The first man to make

a pledge at the meeting gave $1,000,
the next $1,000 and that meant large
sacrifices; another gave $1,000 and a
fourth $3,000, a fifth $2,000, the next
$500 and changed his gift to $1,000, the
next $100 and then $600, until $10,000
was pledged. The one member who
was absent wag visited at his home
and In ten minutes the word came
back that he would give $2,000, and
a member gave $1,000. That made
$13,000 to start the fund. The canvass
to raise the balance will be held in
June.
There are twenty building undertak
ings proposed in India and Burma.
For several of these the government
has devoted sites In the parks in the
center of the city and assured the association of grants as well which will
provide for maintenance of educational institutes, taking precedent from
the municipalities In England which'
provide in this way evening education
for the men engaged in the trades
and commerce- - The Rajah, private In
dividuals, government ' officials and
missionaries and a large number ot
Hindus have already made subscriptions In several Indian cities for the
building funds.
A group of newspaper men in Nagasaki, Japan, offered their services
to the association there to help raise
a fund for a dormitory for young men
away from home and they alone secured 3,000 yen which was a good
part of the amount needed.
"Though Bishop Whltaker, said a
Philadelphia clergyman, "left strict
orders that his sermons were not to
be printed in. book form, the fact remains that in newspapers, magazines
and weeklies many of this eloquent
man's fine productions will go down
to posterity.
"Lovers of good English have long
saved Bishop Whitaker's sermons. In
"
fact
The clergyman smiled.
"In fact, the mother of a young
minister once said to the Bishop:
" Oh, eir. If you will consent to
meet my son he will be so glad. He
so often preaches your sermons to his
people.' "Washington Star.
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga. "It Is the best
cough remedy on the market for
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
by all druggists.
Cough Remedy,"

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds ot
Building Job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optlo.

an Miguel National Bank
OapltmlPmldln

9100,000.00

Las Vtqas 2

CUNNINdHAM, President,
SPRINGER, Vic President,
HOSK1NS, Cashier,

tmpplum

050,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Our Good Advice
Is for everyone to open a savings account while
they have an earning: ability, and to save systematically. Getting interest on deposits is the easiest
way to make money ever known.
:

I'm-

tu

s

Our Savings Bank

Offers many advantages to depositors, two ,pf, the
most important are safety and reliability,,, It, would
be to your advantage to have an account with this
bank, why don't you?
(

,

LASVEGAS SAVItlGS
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CALL

T5he

Optic

s

FOR

BIDS

Las Vegas. N. M, April 4, 191L
Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the secretary of the
Board of Directors of the New Mexico
insane Asylum at Los Vegas until ten
o'clock Tuesday, May 2nd, 1911, for
the furnishing and delivery at the
New Mexico Insane Asylum of all or
any of the hereinafter named supplies
required for the maintenance of the
hospital, commencing May 1st, 1911:
20,000 lbs. flour, bidder name brand.
8,000 lbs. potatoes.
10,000 lbs. sugar.
800 lbs. Evaporated Apples, crop

jaiOa Cauion

iu
wide.

'

t launtl, i

yards Cheviot, no two

;y0

yu.

THE LOBBY

bolts

yards Gingham,

no two bolts
,

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

alike.
300

RESTAURANT

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

yards Old Hickory Shirting.
yards Stevens Crash Toweling.
50 yards Indian Head.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
600 yds. Dotted Swiss, double fold.
200 yards Ticking,
good quality.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. .2, A. F. & RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth600 yards Table
cloth,
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
J
A. M. Regular com5 boxes
Typewriter Paper, 503
Thursday of each month, eighth
6 to8 copy.
munication first and
sheets each, 8
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
2 boxes Typewriter
In
each
third
500
Thursday
Paper,
brothers
roth-eralways welcome to the
b
month.
BlieeO each, 8
6 to 8 copy.
Visiting
W. O. Wood, sachem;
wigwam.
4 Quart
Bottles Fountain
cordially invited.
Pen
David
chief of records and
Flint
H.
Chas.
W.
Fluid- M.;
William H. Stapp;
,
collector of wampum.
1910.
2 Quart Bottles
Secretary.
Sporleder,
Laundry Ink.
800 lbs. Evaporated Peaches, crop
200 feet
inch Hose.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
1910
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
1,000 feet lumber, 1x12x14 S2S.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Reg-rulTEMPLAR
100 lbs. Evaporated Apricots, crop
KNIGHTS
10 gallons Paint, different colors.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
y
mo.
conclave second. Tues-da10 (lallons Wood Stain.
Brothers are cordially Invited- - J.
Maat
month
400 lbs. Cooking Figs.
In each
'
2 Gallons Varnish.
K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Optic's Number, Main 2.
at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
S00 lbs. prunes.
1 Gross
Carriage Bolts, different sonic Temple
Condon, Secretary.
Re800 lbs. Raisins, 4 Crown.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme,
sizes.
corder.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
2,000 lbs. Lard. 60 lb. cans. Bidder
ADVER3 Gallons Linseed Oil.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
name brand.
4 Boxes Window Glass
day evenings each month, at Fra
14x30 inches. LAS
TISEMENTS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
1,500 lbs. Rice. Good quality.
800 tons
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
f. o. b. Asylum
Slack,
Fivo cents per line each insertion.
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
2,000 lbs. Coffee, more or less, as Switch, as required from May-- 1, 1911
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
n
Estimate six ordinary words to a
convocation first Monday
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
to May 1, 1912.
line. No ad to occupy less space than required.
in each month at Ma100
Coffee.
lbs.
House
White
100
Condon, Secretary
x
Tons
Nut
b.
o.
f.
Coal,
two lines. All advertisements chargAsylum,
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
400 lbs. White Squadron Coffee.
as required from May 1, 1911 to May
ed will be booked at space actually
m. J. A. Rutledge, H. KNIGHT8 OF
COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
2,000 lbs. White Corn Meal, more or 1, 1912.
set, without regard to number of
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
50 Cords Wood.
words. Cash in advance preferred. less, as required.
Dry Split Pine.
secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
400 lbs. Chewing Tobacco.
Bidder
All the foregoing to be delivered at
building.
Visiting members are cor
name brand.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
the asylum.
Invited.
W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
dially
ThursS. Meets second and fourth
20,000 lbs. Corn Chop.
Bidders submit samples of articles
P.
E.
F.
S.
Mackel,
14,000 lbs. Oats, recleaned.
marked with an asterisk
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
WANTED
().
Bookkeeper and steno500 lbs. Baking Powder. Bidder
The board of directors of the Insane
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron:
0. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
grapher. Apply Aetna Building & name brand.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Asylum reserve the right to reject
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
Loan Asa'n.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
1,100 lbs. Oleomargarine, Buttercup any and all bids.
their hall on Sixth street All visit
street.
721
Fourth
Main
231,
Phone
or Sunlight, as required.
Bidders should write plainly on enWANTED
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
First class dining room
S00
lbs. Codfish. Bidder name velope the following: "Bids for Suptend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
girl. Inquire Montezuma restaurant. brand.
NO
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
plies for the New Mexico Insane AsylT. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
100 lbs. Tapioca.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
um," with the name or names of bid
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
300 lbs. Tea. Bidder name brand.
C- - V.
ders.
every Monday eveHedgoock, cemetery trustee.
1,000 lbs. Washing Podwer. Bidder
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
In Castle hall.
ning
FOR SALE No. 2 Densmore type- namn brand.
W. E. GORTNER,
President
Visiting Knights are LA8 VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
writer, f 10.00. Call at Optic office.
2,500 lbs. Soap Chips. Bidder name
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
invited.
cordially
brand.
Meets
the second and fourth Tues
LiebschChas.
E.
Two
FOR SALE
good milch cows.
DO lbs. Black
Pepper. Bidder name
A FAIR RETORT.
days of each month In the W. O.
nier. Chancellor
1023 Tilden.
,
brand.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Commander. Harry
8 cases Toilet Soap, 1 gross each.
who had a bad coin gtrra u
Venerable Consul; George
Pat,
Clay,
Martin, Keeper of
FOR SALE Hoosier kitchen cabinet
30 cases Laundry Soap.
him, decided to try and spend it He
Laemmle, Clerk. Visiting NeighRecords and Seal.
and round oak heater; also house
3 cases A. P. W. Toilet Paper, 24 therefore went into a tobacconist and
bors are cordially Invited.
1008
to rent.
uked for a cigar. The shopman hand BALDY
Eighth street.
cartons each.
LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
ed over the cigar, and Pat,
putting the UNION OF AMERICA
8 cases
DENTISTS.
Laundry Gloss Starch,
Meets first
in
his
coin.
cigar
mouth, tenderd the
FOR SALE New
house on cor- Klngsford preferred.
and
third
of
each
fie was making his way out when the
Wednesdays
ner. Three lota, large pantry, 11
F. R. LORD
10 cases Sapolio.
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
shopman shouted:
closets. Modern except heat. Bar30 cases Quaker Oats, 35-hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W.
do you know it is a bad
man,
"Hey,
DENTIST
gain tor party needing convenient
oner
30 cases Soda Crackers.
Secretary.
Visiting memhome. Liberal terms. Would ac
Pioneer
Office
Building
Pat turned round and said:
8 cases, Green Corn, solid cans.
bers cordially Invited.
cept smal'er desirable place as part
Rooms 3 and 4
iNever mind. I'll smoke It If it kills
10 cases Tomatoes.
rce."
payment C. M. Daugherty, 1004
Phone Main 67
10 cases Green Peas.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO. Office
Third street.
Residence
Main 4 IS
Phone
102
8 cases P. V. Blend
Meets every Monday night at
Syrup.
A
Sure
hall
2 cases
in
their
Schmidt
the
"Red
Sign.
Matches.
building,
Safety
FOR SALE Good span mules.
In
"Was the audience this evening a
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
west of Fountain Square, at eight
J
quire Lee Gerard, San Miguel Bank, Top."
fashionable
one?"
o'clock. Visiting members are cor2 cases Knox Minute Gelatine.
"No; It consisted of very ordinary
DENTIST
6 cases Pettljohn's Breakfast Food.
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presiFOR SALE Cheap, a $75 refrigerator
people."
C.
Carrie
6 cases
Schrock,
dent;
Secretary;
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
"But the people in the boxes
Hominy Grits.
in use only a short time. Inquire
Bally, Treasurer.
125 Jackets Corn Syrup, 2s, good seemed to be handsomely and stylish
at office and residence.
1107 Douglas.
ly dressed."
quality.
E.
ROSENWALD
LODGE
NO.
J.
545,
"So they were, but they weren't
t
12 Bales Salt,
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
ATTOISNEYS
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesfashionable for all that They kept
2 Bbls. Vinegar.
of the month in the vestry
all the time the play was go
quiet
day
scriptions. iNoiary seats ana rec
12 dozen Dandy Brooms.
Chester A. Hunker
ords at The Optlo office.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Geo. H- Hunker
ing on."
6 dozen Fiber Pails.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
HUNKER & HUNKER
5 dozen Bib Overalls, as follows:
Isaac Appel,
ok sale Buff Plymouth Rock 1 doz.
cordially Invited.
Poor Girl.
2 doz.
2 doz.
Attorneys at Law
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec"Have you a daughter?" asked the
baby chick, $14.00 per 100. Money
6 dozen Jumpers, as follows:
C
life Insurance representative.
New Mexico
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
Las
retary.
Vegas
doz. No. 42; 3 doz. No. 40.
"Part of one," yawned the retired
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
3 doz. Coats, as follows:
1 doz. merchant with a weary smile.
'
Estray Advertisement
"Part of one?"
No. 36; 1 doz. No. 38; 1 dos No. 40.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
was
who
a
man
here
"Yes;
young
25 dozen Socks.
wanted to know if he could have her may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de10 dozen Handkerchiefs.
LOST Third degree Masonic pin. Re
ear for a few moments and another scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
4 dozen Suspenders.
Felipe Bernal, San Antonio, N. M.
turn to Normal Dormitory. '
chap Just asked for her hand."
Jose Chavira, Tome, N. M.
3 dozen Hats.
One berry color pony
One dark bay horse 6 mare about 4 or 5 years old, about
6 dozen Men's Shoes, as follows
Safe Medicine for Children
Disillusionment.
years ld, 4 feet nine inches high.
five feet high.
Foley's Honey and Tar Comoound 3 doz. 8s; 2 doz. 9s; 1 doz. 10s.
"The average person gets two hard
Branded
i
6 dozen Ladies'
is a eafe and effective medicine for
Branded
Hose, as follows; Jolts early in life and after that he ex
I
On right hip
cnuaren as It does not contain opiates 2 doz. 8
1 1
2 doz. 9; 2 doz. 10.
On left shoulder
to be deceived more or less to
pects
or narmiui drugs. The genluen Fol9 dozen Boxes Thread, as follows: the end of his days."
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
ey's Honey and Tar Compound is in
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"And the two Jolts?"
On right shoulder
doz. No. 8;
doz. No. 16;
a yellow package, o. G. Schaefer and White,
The first comes when he learns before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
2 doz. No. 30; 2 doz. No. 36; 2 doz.
Said animal being unknown to uua
Hed cross Drue Co.
Is no Santa Claus and the days after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed
No. 40; 2 doz. No. 50; 2 doz. No. that there
by owner on or
second when he discovers that circus vertisement, said estray will be sold before May 10, 1911, said
date being 10
70. Black, 1 doz. No. 30.
by this Board for the benefit of the
posters don't always stick to facts.'
LOCAL TIME CARD
days after last appearance of this adowner when found.
3 dozen Ladies' Shoe, as follows:
vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD..
2
doz. 8s;
1 doz. 3s;
doz. 6
by this Board for the benefit of the
.
M.
N.
The
Ancient
Albuquerque,
WEST BOUND
Egyptian.
1 doz. 4s.
owner when found.
'11
18,
First
last
28,
a
pub.
For
time
the
to
Apr.
visitor
April
pub.
the
long
Arrive
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
1 dozen Boxes
Knitting Cotton, great museum stood gazing at the
No. 1
1:50 P. M. white No. 18.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Egyptian mummy swathed In bandFirst pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
No. 3...
6:15 A.M.
Estray Advertisement
2
dozen Boxes Pantaloon Buttons, ages.
7
Notice is hereby given to whom it
5:15 P. M,
"Tell me one thing," he ventured.
large size.
9
may concern that the following de
6:35 P. M.
Estray Advertisement
Is
"What
sir?"
asked
the
guide.
it
dozen Boxes Safety Pins; l
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
scribed estray animal was taken up by
"Was it automobile or aeroplane ao W.
Depart
L. Harrell, Clayton, N. M.
may concern that the following debox No. 2; 5 boxes No. 3.
' ... .
cldent?" - :
,
No. 1
2:10 P. M
6 dozen Papers Pins, needle
One red cow, 3 years old. scribed estray animal was taken up by
points,
No. 3
Manuel Lopez, Las Cruces, N. M.
6:20 A. M.
1 dozen Sets
Branded
,;
Knitting Needles.
t:
No. 7 ...
5:40 P. M.
DM
One bay yearling colt.
2 dozen Gauze Vests, size 6 and 6.
On left ribs
KY
.
No. 9
7:00 P. M.
Branded
Heard
From.
Longer
2
dozen Spreads, 2
Said animal being unknown to this
yards long,
EAST BOUND
"What good has the automobile
On left neck
4
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
yards wide.
done?" asked one policeman.
Arrive
Sail animal being unknown to tin
before
10
10,
said
1911,
date
May
being
5 dozen Napkins.
"Well," replied the other, "Judging
No. 2
9:10 P. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner nn n.
adafter
last
this
of
days
appearance
now
2
from the arrests
dozen Thin Cups and Saucers.
made, it has
No. 4
11:10 P. M.
said estray will be sold before May 10, 1911, said date being II
reformed all the bicycle scorcher.' vertisement,
12 dozen Heavy Dinner Plates.
No. 8
1:15 A. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the flays after last appearance of this ad
12 dozen Heavy Cups and Saucers,
owner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
1:45 P. M.
No. 10
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Cups without handles.
Depart
owner when found.
N. M.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Albuquerque,
12
. 2
dozen
Sauce
Dishes.
Heavy
9:15 P. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice is hereby give . to all tax First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, 11
2 dozen Thin Plates.
4
11:20 P. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
4
dozen Gravy Boats.
No. 8
1:2 A. M.
,
County of San Miguel, that I will be
2 dozen Soup Bowls.
Estray Advertisement
No. 10
2:10 P. M.
in
my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
Notice is hereby given to whom It
2 dozen Heavy Vegetable Dishes.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 6 p. m, may concern that the following de
1 dozen Thin Vegetable Dishes.
until the 30th day of April, 1911. to scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following de4
dozen Quart Pitchers.
M. T. Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
scribed estray animal nras taken un hv
returns of all taxable proper
receive
dozen Salt and Pepper Shakers;
One roan pony horse 12 or W. C. Simpson, Deming, N. M.
ty. Tuose failing to do so within the
2
One dun horse, about 15
dozen Layer Cake Pans.
15 years old.
will be assessed by me
4 dozen Small sauce dishes, heavy, specified t'me
old.
years
Branded
' according to Section 4035 of the com2 dozen Whisk Brooms.
Branded
,
Or. left hip
ENGRAVERS-rRiNTER- f
laws
of
1897, and a penalty of
piled
On left hip
6 dozen Pencil Tablets.
t
25 per cent Mil be Imposed on those
Said animal being unknown to this
3 dozen Blankets.
Said animal being unknown to tb;i
; ;
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
who fail to make returns,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
4 dozen Toothbrushes.
)
before
10, 1911, said date being 10
May
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
JOHN H. YORK. Assessor
apr 30
i
i'lale (Good Cotton.
days after last appearance of this ad
days after last appearance of this ad1 bolt 8! oz. Canvas.
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement
V
said estray will be so'd
by this Board for the benefit of the
1 bolt Apron Gingham.
by this Board for the benefit of thp
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap owner when found.
'
owner when found.
600 yards Hospital Gauze.
j
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
600 yards
Pepperrell unbleached finest draught beers served over any
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque. N. M.
!
v
bar
First
in
the city.
pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11 First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, H
sheeting;
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'MM

is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

.

5

CORRECT

'

s.

-

38-3-

34-3-

Lost

IS All

ART

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.

To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

pp

j

1-- 2

2

III

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "cor-rec- t
printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

;

40-3-

Pllll

2

'

.

2

'

;

..Jf,--

THE

.

To-wl-

-

To-wi-

2

C

PUBLIS

NG C

No-No-

WILMAMJON
HAFFNBRGQ

DBNVBR CQ1Q

2

ii

Telephone Main 2

To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

V

8-- 4.

gontinuous Advertising
T

H.iT.ma?cs vour name familiar and

identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking.
5 If
you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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DANDELIONS PEST
NOW HOLDS THE

BOARDS

Millions and
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J. Pierpont Morgan

D

Financier, Who This Week Celebrated His 74th Birthday, Has Practic-- 1
ally Revolutionized the Business System of the Country in Hie Life
Time Once He Might Have Been a Poet, Had Not the Call of Money
Lured Him Away Some of the Incidents of Hi Career.

a

Monday was the 74th anniversary "memorandum" was a check for $5,000
THEY of the birth of J.
Pierjont Morgan, more than he had suggested as a pro-ne- r
CAN BE GOTTEN RID OF
one
contribution for Mr. Morgan to
most colossal fig
of
the
perhaps
ures that has been
WITHOUT, DIGGING
by make to the caus.
produced
American society of the century.
Always Interested In Church Work
The Morgan
Mr. Morgan has always been inter
The dandelions, that annual pest,
family in America
had
nave Just been waiting for a good dates back to 163C, when Miles Mor ested in church work. He has
'
fir"-'
gan landed in New England and be several hobbles beside. He has preand
the warm weather came one of the
opportunity,
which sented valuable paintings to the Mecompany
has presented It. They are now seen founded
served
Mass.
lie
tropolitan Museum of Art and for the
Springfield,
growing thick on most every lawn, against the Indians in King Philip's Museum of Natural History acquired
Many people who have seen them have war and the citizens of Springfield the unique and exceedingly valuable
shaken their heads hopelessly, (or they erected a bronze .statue to his mem collection of American, gems and gem
minerals exhibited by Tiffany at the
are without doubt almost impossible ory. Joseph Morgan, grandfather of
J. Pierpont, was a tavern keeper in Paris Exposition. He endowed the
to kill. The dandelion has a tap root
Hartford, Conn. Joseph left his son, New York Trade School for $500,000
reaching down into the ground as Junius Spencer, the present Moigan's and erected St. George's Memorial
of the
much as a foot, and unless this is dug father, property that is now Asylum House. He is a member
Century,
A
Union
man,
keen
business
League,
Hartford.
Union
Club,
Hill,
out
weed
is as much alive
the
entirely
Racas ever. Cutting off the top of the he was successful in the dry goods Knickerbocker, Tuxedo, Kiding, New
business, later establishing a bank quet, Players', Lawyers,' Whist,
dandelion is worse than doing noth in London with branches in America.
York Yacht and Seawanhaka-Corin-thiaing, as then it branches out and sev
J. Pierpont Morgan was born in
Yacht clubs.
eral distinct flowers spring up from Hartford, Conn., where he con'inued
Bishop Potter was spending a Sunthe root. For a man to dig out every to live until he was 14 years old, day with the banker at his country
dandelion complete would be an al attending a
country place at Highland Falls. The village
neighboring
most impossible task, but it is claimed school. He was an average student, is a way station on the West Shore
there are ways of getting rid of them showing a little more aptitude for road and the fast trains pass it with
without resorting to such labor. Fol mathematics than any of his other out stopping. This is not a matter of
J. P. MORGAN.
methods studies. He attended the Boston High much concern to Mr. Morgan who goes
lowing are some of the
on
but
at
his
on
education
forth
his
and
yacht
school
and
back
completed
given:
Cover every dandelion with salt, or the University of Gottlngen, Ger this occasion It troubled the bishop
Morgan went inside and after he had
better still, with salt water. It is a many. At 21 he entered the banking who was loath to travel on Sunday. scratched a number of
matches, found
to
well known fact that salt kills every firm of Duncan, Sherman & Co., of He had an important engagement
a lantern and lit it.
he
and
that
be
he
New
York
night
form of vegetation and dandelions are New York. Three years later
keep in
"All right, bishop," he called cheer
of came agent in America of George Pea- - remarked that he would have to take
not immune. The disadvantage
"come ahead," and he walked
fully,
this method Is that It kills the grass body and company, of London. At the a local train, which left a little before out to the middle of the track
waving
A variation of this method which it age of 27 he helped to organize the dinner.
the light.
is
"there
truest
said,
"fih no." his
is said does not harm surrounding firm of Dabney, Morgan and company,
With a shrieking the train stopped;
vegetation is to first dig out the up and seven years later formed a com- a later train. Of course you will stay it was a freight. The surprised engi
per part of the weed and fill the hole bination with the Drexels of Philadel- to supper."
neer learned out of the cab and the
"I don't see any train," the bishop
with salt.
phia, the firm being known as Drexel,
conductor came running up from the
in
town
A method claimed by the man ad Morgan and company. In 1895 Drexel, objected, "and I must get to
caboose, very angry.
"
vocating it to be the best in the Morgan and company became J. P. time to conduct an evening service
"What do you mean by stopping this
"There's an express," Mr. Morgan
world is to dissolve copperas, or iron Morgan and company, and Mr. Mortrain?" he demanded angrily.
"I'll
matter.
the
in
died
the
1890,
replied, dismissing
sulphate with water in the proportion gan's father having
Mr. Morgan, still holding the lant
of a pound to a 'gallon of water, and London house of J. S. Morgan and have it stop for you."
f
told him who he was.
ern,
Mordarkness
An hour or so later in the
sprinkle over the weeds. The sprin- company, and the Paris branch of
"I
who
care
don't
are,"
you
only the
ling should be done early in the morn gan, Harjes and company, with all Mr. Morgan took the bishop in his conductor
didn't
It
that
way,
say
fell
carriage down the road to the station. "you've got no business
lng and on a day when there is pro their connections the world over
up
holding
P.
The
J.
sole
of
the
of
under
in
the
the
tfie
No lights shone
building.
heat
mise of sunshine, as
directorship
this train."
sun causes the copperas to act chem- Morgan.
coachman got out and tried the door.
Mr. Morgan paid no attention to the
Then he came back and reported that
ically on the weeds. This Is said to be
Morgan a' Long Time in Business
"All right, bishop,"
he
conductor.
sure death to dandelions and the great
the agent had gone home for the
in the caboose and
"better
said,
get
forty-seveJ.
The
Pierpont
years
night. The sound of an approaching ride to town.
advantage in the method is that It
business have train was heard.
does not harm the grass in the least. Morgan has been in
And the bishop did.
been marked with radical changes in
"Break In the door," Morgan orderA Knight of the Crown of Italy
the financial world. Morgan has been ed, "get a big stone and smash It." He
1904 (Mr. Morgan- was decorated
In
NEW $20,000 CORPORATION
the
with
phraBe, and the
credited
coining
bishop got out of the carriage
Santa Fe, N. M., April 19. Articles 'community of interests." Through his and watched the coachman break in. with the insignia of Knight of the
of
Crown of Italy as a testimonial
of incorporation were filed yesterday work the railroad magnates and the
of
for
nation
Italian
the
the
gratitude
see
to
In tie office of Territorial Secretary captains of Industry were made
return of the Ascoll Cope.
Kathan Jaffa by the Santa Fe Tie and that greater opulence could be gained
The Cope "of Ascoll is a semi-circTimber company, which is capitalized by joining forces, and so the old way
lar garment ten feet long by ten and
at $20,000, consisting of 200 shares at of financial fighting passed away.
f
feet wide. It is divided into
$100 each. The stockholders are T. Here are a few incidents in the career MEDICINE FREE IN EVERY CASE
twenty oval panels on which are de
F. Gaylord, of LaFayette, Ind., 20 of J. Pierpont Morgan: During Cleve
WHERE IT FAILS TO RELIEVE
and land's administration he floated a
picted scenes from the life of Christ.
shares; Benjamin S. Phillips,
The whole garment is embroidered
ninilr, A PVillUna hnth rtt Rnnta Fe. bond issue of $62,000,000; he organiz
we
or
believe,
pessimism,
Neglect
each one share, making $2,200 sub- ed and floated securities of United is the greatest enemy the public has with wonderful skill. It was given
scribed which is the amount with States Steel Corporation in 1901 (cap- - to contend with when applied to the by Pope Nicholas IV In 1228 to Ascoll,
which the new company begins busi- ltal $1,100,000,000); he obtained Amerl-'losor rePOvery of health. Practio where he was born. The work was
ness. These stockholders 'are ' elected can subscription of $50,000,000 to ally every case of consumption might stolen from the Ascoll Cathedral in
for the first three British war loan of April, 1901; he or. have been cured if hope had been 1902. July, 1904, it was discovered
the directors
months. The principal office of the ganized the anthracite operators of maintained and proper treatment had in a museum in London labeled as
new company is to be. in Santa Fe Pennsylvania, also the soft coal inter- been resorted to 'at the first
symptom the property of an American collector.
and Benjamin S- - Phillips' Is named as ests of Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylva- of the disease. Until the advanced The American was J. P. Morgan, who
controls
the statutory agent.
returned the cope when he was connia. J. Pierpont Morgan
stage is reached consumption is curmore than 60,000 miles of railways, able. Catarrh Is
vinced of its identity. He paid $60,000
bewe
responsible,
British
owns large American and
for the garment.
lieve, for many cases of consumption.
transportation lines and English trac- It is about catarrh we want to talk
tion railways. He dominates the fin- to
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
you today, Incidentally consumpPAZO
OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
ancial world by his holdings. Through
since the two are so closely alfour national banks in New York, tion,
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleedlied.
seven trust companies and two life
or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
We have a medicine made from a ing
insurance companies, he controls 20.5
or mone refunded. f0c.
days
of one of the most sucper cent of the $9,730,518,635 assets prescription
cessful catarrh specialists known. We
of the national banks of the country.
brings many ailments in
believe
it la positively without an isConstipation
The total assets of the four banks
train and is the primary cause of
'
controlled by Morgan are $450,729,468, equal. We are so satisfied that we much siokness. Keep your bowels
or 4.63 per cent of the total for the are right, that we will supply the regular madam, and you will escape
many of the ailments to which women
country. His seven trust companies medicine free in every instance where are
subject. Constipation is a very
to
is
used
directions for
according
have assets of $427,856,380, and his it
simple
thing, but like many simple
Pink-barn- 's
Finally Cured by Lydia E.
insurance companies have assets of a reasonable length of time, should things, it may lead to serious conse
it fail to give satisfaction in every quences. Nature often needs a utue
$1,123,986,205.
Vegetable Compound.
We want every one to assistance and when Chamberlain's
"
suffered
five
for
I
Erie, Pa.
years While a Poet He Was all Business particular.
are given at the first indicatry this medicine at our risk. There Tablets
from female troubles and at last was
distress and suffering may
much
tion,
little
one
is
Nature's
of
it
'almost helpless. I
are
no
Perhaps
conditions attached to our
.went to three doc- jests; this man of gold was almost offer. We put the user under no be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
tors and they did a poet- However, he was wise enough obligation to us whatever.
me no good, so my
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
to to suppress his juvenilia, and all that
v 7 sister advised me
The medicine we want you to 'try nni. little hnv nintrnctari a severe
try Lydia E. link-ham- 's his former schoolmates can remember is Rexall Mucu-Tonbronchial trouble and as the doctor's
It is a catarrh morllrlnA
Hid nnt clirfi him. I eave him
Vegetable
of the trait was thafhe wrote verses
remedy that goes direct to the seat Foley's Honey and Tar Compound In
and at one time in his boyhood.
Compound,
when I had taken
of trouble. It is carried by the blood which I have
great raitn. u curea
Indicative of Mr. Morgan's business to
only two bottles I
as thA chokine and
of
the
It
every
part
system.
puricould see a big methods a story has been told of a
spells, and he got well In a
change, so I took man who went to him with a philan fies and enriches the blood, tones up gagging
ana tar
I
the mucous cells, and brings about short tme. Foley's Honey saved
six bottles and 1 am
us
J now
many times
strong and well thropic plan that seemed sure to in- a condiion of health and strength that Compound hasand
we are never with
much trouble
again. I don't know how to express terest the financier. The latter admit- tends to
prevent, the germs of con- out it in the nouse." O. G. Schafer
my thanks for the good it has done me ted the visitor without delay, bade
and I hope all suffering women will
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Befrom getting a start.
sumption
give Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable him be seated and tell his story, hut sides this, Rexall Mucu-Tonwonis a
Compound a trial. It was worth it3 at the same time continued opening derful
Not a Narcotic
A Reliable Medicine
appetizer, digestive laid and
weight in gold." Mrs. J. P. Endlich, and reading his morning mail, making
Pills contain in
Kidney
Foley
K. F. D. No. 7, Erie, Pa.
flesh
builder. Its good eiTects are
conform ingredients of estab
Lvdla E. Pinkham's Vecetable Com. an occasional memorandum on a
often felt from the very first dose. lished therapeutic value for the relief
made from native roots and venient scratch block. Xot once did
Eouud, contains no narcotio or harmis one of the largest and most and cure of all kidney and bladder
he look up or appear to' evince the It
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are anholds the record
ful drugs, and y
in. what his visitor satisfactory selling medicines that we
tiseptic, tonJc and restorative. Re
for the largest number of actual cures slightest interest
have ever had anything to do with.
O. G. Schaefer ana
fuse substitutes.
of female diseases we know of, and was saying. Finally the visitor rose to
so
We
know
much of the great Red Cross Drug Co.
thousands of voluntary testimonials go, saying regretfully:
are on file in the Pinkham laboratory
so busy this good that it has done that we perat Lynn, Mass., from women who have
Good results always follow Foley's
sure that sonally back it up with our reputation
I'm
Mr.
Morgan.
been cured from almost every form of morning,
Pills. They give prompt reif you could take time to understand and money, which fact should be am- Kidney
female complaints, such as inflammalief
in
all
cases of kidney and bladder
tion, ulceration, displacements, fibroid this you would help the cause along." ple guarantee to satisfy anybody. disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
Mucu-Tonin
two
comes
Rexall
tumors, irregularities, periodic pains,
sizes, and Red Cross Drug Co.
Yes," the hanker replied, "I am
backache, indigestion and nervous
You might 50 cents and $1.00. We urfe you to
this
morning.
rather
busy
woman
prostration. Every suffering Pink-hamIn cases of rheumatism relief from
's
owes it to herself to give Lydia E.
take this memorandum along with try it. Remember "you can obtain
makes sleep and rest possible.
pain
in
Rexall
Las
Remedies
East
a
trial.
Vegas
Vegetable Compound
.Good morning.
applying
If you want special advice write you.The visitor had almost gained the only at our store, The Rexall Store. This may be obtained by
Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by
Mrs.IMnkham, Lynn, Mass., for it.
G.
E.
Murphey.
all druggists.
street before he noticed that the
It is free and
helpful
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Every Article in OH IN A and CUT
for One -half Regular Retail Price.

ON

W EE EE K ONLY

CUPS and SAUCERS, TEA,
PLATES,
and CHOCOLATE SETS,
Cheaper than ever offered in Las Vegas.
CUT GLASS BON-BO- N
DISHES and
ALL PIECES, less than Eastern Prices.
Call and see our bargains- -

LAR RETAIL PRICE.

-ONE- HALF

'S DRUG STORE.

'

For Catarrh
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SHE

SUFFERED

FIVEJEARS
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always
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EMBEZZLEMENT

CHARGED

Tampa, Fla., April 19. The case of
president W. R. Fuller and SecretaryTreasurer V. G. Lanier of the Tampa
Fuel company, was called in the crim
inal court today for trial. Mr. Fuller,
who is one of Tampa's leading citizens
and prominent merchants, is accused
of embezzling the funds of the fuel
company, while Mr. Lanier Is charged
with aiding and abetting the embez
zlement.

Habit-

TEXAS KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Fort Worth, Tex., April 19 The
Knights Templar of Texas met here
h
today; for their
grand con
clave. In their honor the city Is hand
somely decorated with the colors and
emblems of masonry. The gathering
will continue its sessions over tomor

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

Stomalix
A Safe and Absolutely Harmless

("

Digestion Tonic

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

Prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a Physician, Surgeon and Pharmaceutist
of acknowledged standing.
Stomalix, already favorably known
to, and recommended by the medical
profession, is introduced to the public
as the best and safest treatment fur
the cure of

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Pfoone

Diseases of tne Stomach
and Intestines
relieving pain, aiding digestion, stimulating appetite and tomng the entire
system.
No alteration in the patient's usual
diet need be made, except in extreme
cases.
Stomalix is gradual and benign in
its results, rendering the patient a
well man, and not the victim of a
drug habit. It is invaluable to brain
Workers; it increases the capacity for
effort, corrects ailments of children,
and benefits both youug and old.
For Sale Jy all Druggists.

E. FOUGERA & CO.
New York.
Agents, U. 5.

P1IY
II

-

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

row.

0

-

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

fifty-eight-
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M

Want

&
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Try Bn Ad. in The Optio'o
"Want Columns"

mm fibs

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse ubstitutea
?

F0R 8ALE BY

O. G.

8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.

J

J
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From Aram Hamparzum,
Smyrna, Turkey
2oc
25c
15c

6 Crown Layer Figs, per pound
5 Crown Pulled Fls, per pound.
Choice Figs, per pound

Always

get the best at Nolette's

barbershop.
Old Crow sold over
Long' Buffet

at

Lunch every morning at
Long's.

i

10

i

o'clock

Buffet

Our Speqial Sale closes today at 6 p. m
sharp. All orders received by phone up to that
time will be entered at th Special Sale Price.

A. R. Kingsbury, bookkeeper for
the Investment and Agency Corpora
tion, U ill and unable to be at work.
His illness is not o a serious nature.

N. B.

Regular communication tomorrow
evening of Chapman lodge No. 2, A.
F. & A. M. Work In the M. M. degree. All members
and
visiting
brethren are Invited to be present
In Rosenthal hall tonight the Fort
nightly club will enjoy its first dance
of the
season. The club
expects to give Informal dances regularly during the spring and summer
seasons.
post-Lente-

CALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

We

any and all kinds of cleaning and
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac
tion guaranteed.
The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone
Cleaning and Pressing

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White' Oats
Choice Millet Seed

Main 35.

FREE!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131

,

are prepared to take care of

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts will give
his great lecture on "The Humor and
Pathos of Travel" at the First Methodist Episcopal church Friday even
ing. You will miss a rare treat if you
fail to hear it. Admission 15 and 25c.

LUDWIG Wn.

1

PHONE MAIN 379

LFELD:

GOVERNOR

TO VISIT

CITY NEXT MONDAY
HE WILL ADDRESS
IMPORTANT
MEETING AT Y. M. C. A.
BUILDING

Governor William J. Mills will be

the principal speaker Monday evening
at a big men's meeting to be held in
the Y. M. C. A. building. The meeting
is to advance the Interests of the Y.
M. C. A. and make Its work better

The

First National Bank

A. J. Wertz, of the Santa Fe, has
purchased the handsome residence of
Dr. H. W. Heymann, corner Eighth
street and Washington avenue, for
merly known as the Rankin home. He
At the request of the pastor of the
will occupy the residence in a few First Methodist Episcopal church Dr.
days, with his family.
Frank H. H. Roberts will occupy the
pulpit at the church next Sunday
Roast lamb and roast veal at White morning and evening. In the mornKitchen. Supper 25 cents.
ing he will give an anniversary address upon "The Life and Character
Dr. M. F. Des Marals has figured of General U. S. Grant" and in the
it out that it costs $1 for each duck evening his theme will be "Books,
killed by a hunter. Dr. Des Maraia Moving Pictures and Crime." Theae
started out today with $5 worth cf are both very Interesting subjects and
ammunition. Some of his friendB the pastor and congregation extend a
were mean enough, to say It might most cordialy invitation to all who
cost him that amount to get one duck have no other place of worship to attend the services.
or no ducks' at all.

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.

number of friends of Apolonlo A.
at his home last night
and reminded him that he had turnad
another milestone on the road of
time. Mr. Sena was completely surprised. The guests tooki with them
plenty of good things to eat and
these were served during the
A

Sena gathered

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Try

Libbys' Sliced
Dried Beef

DRY CLEANING
i
."

'

(

j

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.
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The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

KOOKT-O-

Cooked Rolled Oats Ready
to Serve

Cooked, Ready
to Served Ever Manufactured
FRESH IN AT

lly'
n
Kefc

Curtains
Our department

Graaf(& Hay ward Co. Store

j

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
wa ter, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process

..

t

-

.

have not been j?e t- ting Extragood ' f
Clothes ask your
neighbor who has,
then come here
yourself. We have
Russian and Sailor
Suits from 2$ to
10. Knickers for
the boys 7 to 17.

& ftfJ!

"A Square

IH3

aDdno

(SOfBSiDdSiidgj

Tarn

i

Lbs gas Light
& Po wer Co.

Phone Main 206.

We have secured exclusive agency

Oft

The real Mexican dish with
the approved flavor. Made of
Imported Mexican Beans and
Chili Pepper.

Let us show you how WASH DAY CAN
BE MADE A PLEASURE

IT'S A

Phone Main 81.

J.
WHY

When a mtdicine must be given to
young cshildren it should be pleasant
to take. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is made from loaf sugar, and the
roots used in its preparation give it
a flavor similar to maple syrup, making it pleasant to take. It has no superior for colds, croup and whooping
cough. For sale by all druggists.

MHI

WflEAT

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the

It contains all the elements

finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.

necessary for building, nourishing 'and sustaining the
human body.
Especially
beneficial for those who suffer from indigestion . ' ' Made
in a sanitary way, baked in

CUT TULIPS
$1.00 Per Dozen

Store Phone Main

462,

WONDER

C. JOHNSEN & SON
623 Douglas Avenue.

Retail Prices:

Is the Best to Use

Perry Onion

tMmuto

Washor

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

claim in cases of rheumatism." It
clears the blood of uric acid. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

on

THE FAMOUS

me on my feet and I resumed work as
conductor on the Lexington, Ky.,
Street Railway. It will do all you

Libbys' Chili
Con Carne

car-pe-te

and start the
germs to flying, use
the Vacuum Cleaner.
Picks up dirt and
germs. We rent the
cleaner for $1 a day.

We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

a sanitary oven."

"There's a Reason"

2,000 lbs., or more,
1,000 lbs., to 2,000
200 ibt., to 1,000
SO lbs., to 200
Less than SO

each delivery, 20c per

BOUCHER'S

& Son
'

(The Coffee Man.)

Ranch Phone '276.

.'

... i

100 lbs.

lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 lbs.
lbs, each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.

lbs, each delivery,

60c per 100 lbs.

AG 1$A PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
have made Las Vegas famous. Office
lasting qualities of ,which
'
'
Douglas Avenue,

Goat
SCREENED
Anthracite Coal all sizes.

1

?

caring

of handling.

v

v.

for

for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details

These are beautiful, last well, and make a pleasant
change from the ordinary run of cut flowers.

oti
sui
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Lace

One Conductor Helped Back to Work
Mr. Wllford Adams is his name, and

GROCER.

.First!? Oatmeal

A

Don't beat your

quality and characteristic he writes : "I was confined to my bed
tlavor possessed by no other with chronic rheumatism and used
two bottleB of Foley's Kidney' Remedy
brand.
with good effect. The third bbotle put

II STEAMS

T

bought

your boy's clotfe.
ing of us you know
what to expect of.
the next Suit.If ypu,

Safe Medicine for Children
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a safe and effective medicine for
children as it does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The geniuen Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is, In
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

Lambing is now in progress on the
ranches throughout San Miguel county. The crop of lambs this year, from
present indications, will be a large
one, eclipsing that of last season.
Sheriff Secundlno Romero has nearly
completed lambing on his ranch. Other ranchers are not so far advanced.
Grass is growing rapidly on the ranges
and every Indication points to a prosperous year for the sheepmen.

Myers.

A

.v

ER
GREEN BERG
Deal"

The semiannual reunion of the
Scottish Rite Masons of New Mexico
is now in progress in Santa Fe. Las
Vegas men who have attended the
reunion are Dr. Wm. P. Mi'ls, M. R
Williams, Gilbert Rosenwald and F. L.

these appetizing dishes

omy.-

known abong the men of the city. It
Is not for the purpose of raising money
and no collection will be taken or
pledges asked for. George ID. McDill
of Chicago, an international Y. M. C.
A. secretary, will also address the
meeting, as will Dr. Frank H. IL. Roberts and other Las Vegas men.
The Las Vegas Y. M. C. A. is the
only institution of its kind in New
Mexico. Few people realize the good
it is accomplishing for young men
or the advantages it offers them. Men
who attend the meeting Monday evening will be given an opportunity to
learn a good deal about these things.
Every man in Las Vegas is urged to
be present. Governor Mills is heartily
In accord with the Y. M- - C. A. movement and his remarks will be of great

The directors of the basebal asso
ciation have announced that they will
begin this week the raising of a
monthly subscription for the support
of baseball in Las Vegas during the
spring and summer. Not a great
deal of money will be expected from
any ope person but every fan should
chip in what he can afford each
month so that Las Vegas can be represented by a good team. Several
Las VSgas men have already promised liberal support but the list has not
yet been started on Its rounds. If
you are a fan or a booster, smile and
cough up willingly when the committee calls on you.
interest.
'

2D

makCdt
you've

. A large class of candidates will be
initiated into the Knights of Columbus Sunday afternoon at a special
meeting of Las Vegas council No. 804,
which will be held in the Fraternal
Brotherhood hall on Fountain Square.
O. N. Marron of Albuquerque, district
deputy grand knight, will have
charge of the work. The candidates
will be given the three degrees of the
order. Prominent Knights of Columbus from Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Raton and other parts of the territory
will be here to attend the initiation.
Candidates from some of those cities
will be present also to receive all or
part of the degree work, according to
their rank.

TR AG

Place your confidence in this
will
mean greater econ-

If in the' past

.

ESTABLISHED 1876

for Your. Boys

Now we are prepared to sharpen them better than when new

Get your lawn mower in shape.

Mrs. Davis, ladles'
tailored and
fancy gowns. 1017 Tildea. Telephone
Main 357.
(

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

I Las

"Extragood'I Clothes

t

-

the bar at
i

Hothers, Vou Can Always Rely .On

Lawn Mowers
?..'

Roast lamb and roast veal at White
Kitchen. Supper 25 cents.
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Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
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